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Abstract 
The paper explores the external support and democratic 

assistance of the Council of Europe towards the process of 

democratization and consolidation of democracy in the Republic 

of Bulgaria (mostly to the civil society and NGO sector) from the 

beginning of the democratic reforms to the accession to European 

Union (1989-2007). The paper analyzes the techniques and the 

steps undertaken, as well as the role of the civil society in the 

process of democratization; it also presents the different 

instruments and mechanisms for civil society consolidation and 

defines seven fields of impact of the Council of Europe on the civil 

society. The Council of Europe provided a significant and 

remarkable assistance to the civil society organizations; its role and 

impact is examined in the three specific periods of the Bulgarian 

democratization process. 

Key Words: civil society, external support, Council of Europe, 

Bulgaria, democratization. 

 

Introduction 

This paper will assess the impact and the level to which the 

Council of Europe has influenced and contributed to the 

democratization process in Bulgaria (especially for the civil society) 

by means of different tools.  The main research question refers to 

T 
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what level and extent the Council of Europe policies influenced and 

marked the democratic transformation in Bulgaria in the period 

between November 10th 1989 (fall of communist regime in a party 

coup) and 2007 (full accession to EU) and to what tools were used in 

the civil society sector.  

The Council of Europe holds a significant importance in the 

establishment, support and development of the democratization 

process in the Eastern block of Europe. The Council of Europe places 

the supremacy of the law, pluralistic democracy and the human 

rights at the base of its philosophy.  

One of the comparatively new characteristics of the 

democratization is the influence of the international and external 

factors on its development in Eastern and Central Europe after the 

fall of the Berlin Wall. The wave of democratization and the processes 

clearly show that in Poland, Czechoslovakia, Hungary, Bulgaria and 

Romania after 1989, the democratization is not only the inner result of 

the national states, but is deeply affected by external influence, 

aiming at the “transformation of the inner political system” (Pridham, 

1991; Whitehead, 1996). Authors like Diamond (1993: 43) argue that 

there is a new phenomenon known as “globalization of 

democratization” considering the democratization wave in Eastern 

and Central Europe in the 90s.  

In the literature, the influence of the international 

organizations on the process of democratization is well represented. 

Some authors, such as Whitehead and Schmitter (1996), Levitsky 

(2005), Wu (2005), analyze the influence of the international 

organizations on the democratization, the mechanisms and 

techniques of the influence, the inner and the external factors in the 

different transition phases, the dynamics of the democratization and 

the changes of the strategies. Plenty of research is available on the 

influence of the different international factors, such as EU, UN, 

OSCE, USAID, IMF, NATO, WB, international NGOs. Basic authors 

argue on the role of international external factors for democratic 

development in Eastern and Central Europe (Grabbe, 1999; 

Senarchens, 2001; Woods and Narlikar, 2001; Piccone, 2002; Azpuru, 
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Finkel, Linan, Selingson, 2008), but the role of the Council of Europe 

in not enlightened clearly. 

The existing literature on the Council of Europe examines the 

inner relations and mutual work of the member states, the 

functioning of the institutions, the process of checks and balances 

through the accession process and monitoring dialogue, but not on 

the international support for democratization. The research of 

Konstantinov (1997); Filipova and Giezynska (2007) and Romer and 

Klebes (2007) analyzes the accession requirements and their 

implementations, mostly of the European Convention of Human 

Rights (ECHR) as a milestone for the democratic development and 

constitutional design in the countries in transition on their road to full 

accession to the Council of Europe and latter to the European Union. 

 

The principles and priorities of the Council of Europe in its 

relations and assistance to the civil society  

The process of democratization of Bulgaria is marked by three 

main phases and periods (Kaleynska, 2011: 94). 

The first phase covers the process of political liberalization 

and democratization in Bulgaria, started on November 10th, 1989 and 

ended with the accession of Bulgaria to the Council of Europe on May 

7th, 1992. It is marked by the adoption of a new Constitution, holding 

democratic elections, building new political institutions, support 

towards the newly born civil society and democratization of the 

traditional political parties.  

The second period covers the accession of the country to the 

Council of Europe till its accession as member of the European Union, 

more specifically the period between May 1992 and December 2006. 

On May 7th, 1992 Bulgaria became a full member of the Council of 

Europe. The accession became a long-term guarantee for the 

processes of widening, deepening and sustaining the process of 

democratization in the country. During the period, the Council of 

Europe has been monitoring the process of implementation of the 

democratic values and strengthening of democracy. 
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The third period is from the moment of becoming a member-

state of the European Union till now – more specifically, since 

January 2007 till now. The main activities of the Council of Europe 

are carried out monitoring the process of implementation of the 

European policies, examining the human rights status, the minority 

rights, and the multiculturalism in Bulgaria.  

The impact of the Council of Europe on the civil society 

follows the priorities of the organization for the affirmation and 

stabilization of the political system. The author argues that there are 

seven main areas of impact and intervention of the Council of Europe 

on the civil society which mark the specifics of the influence of the 

international organization on Bulgaria and its civil society. 

Firstly, the NGOs are a mechanism and experimental field for 

a change in the overall public policy. They have been seen as a stable 

and reliable partner of the government in the process of creating a 

new democratic legal framework, approbation of new laws have been 

performed, implementation of best international practices and 

transfer of know-how. The process has been both sided. On one hand, 

trained to indicative expertise and capacity assistance, the NGOs 

were actively involved in the process of policy making at local, 

regional and national level. On the other hand, the NGOs tested laws, 

a practical “laboratory” for the law drafting was aproved. Good 

examples are the approbation of the draft Law on Child Protection by 

implementation of the pilot project "Children at Risk"; draft 

legislative texts on corruption, introduction of the Ombudsman 

office, state delegated social services, protection of cultural 

monuments, minorities, freedom of media and so on. In practice, a 

significant part of the adopted Bulgarian legislation was tested in a 

real environment through micro and sub-projects funded by the 

Council of Europe by the program "Confidence building Measures”.  

Since 2002 has been introduced the practice of annual preparation 

and disclosure of "shadow reports" done by the NGOs  in parallel and 

in response to the official reports of the government to the Council of 

Europe, which acts as important sources for the determination of the 

highlights of the monitoring and post-monitoring dialogue. Thus 
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each year, a coalition of NGOs with "Interethnic Initiative for Human 

Rights", Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, SEGA, prepares a "shadow 

report" for the improvement and protection of the human rights in 

Bulgaria.  

Secondly, the expectations which are directly related to the 

promotion and protection of the human rights were delegated to the 

NGOs. In the overall process of protection of human rights and the 

drafting of the related documents for Bulgaria, the NGO expertise of 

the Bulgarian Helsinki Committee, "Bulgarian Lawyers for Human 

Rights" and the Association for European Integration and Human 

Rights has been taken. Special policy for building a capacity for 

working in multicultural environment was the support to over 30 

civic organizations of minorities, the most active and recognized, 

such as Association "Diverse and Equal", "Nevo Drom", Center for 

Public Policy and Advocacy, "Turkish Cultural Center 21st century", 

civil association "Evet" and others.  

Thirdly, the Council of Europe defines its impact on building 

the civil society through a special emphasis on civic education. 

Awareness of the wide range of human rights, understanding the 

equality, personal responsibility and obligations in the course of the 

democratic process enable the citizen to be an active participant in the 

decision-making process at all levels.  

Good case study is Education for Democracy Center  

(http://www.centerbg.org/index.php?lang=english).  

Specific expression and specifics of democratic support of the 

Council of Europe for the development of education and the 

construction of the democratic political system has been the start-up 

of the Schools of Politics. Founded in 2001 as an NGO, the Bulgarian 

School of Politics (www.schoolofpolitics.org) supports the creation of 

civic and political leaders with an active stand in the national, 

European and global political process led by the modern democratic 

values of pluralism, tolerance and informed dialogue. Bulgarian 

School of Politics seeks to promote the process of democratization in 

Bulgaria and the countries of the Western Balkans and the Black Sea 

region. A special regional program for South-Eastern Europe has 

http://www.centerbg.org/index.php?lang=english
http://www.schoolofpolitics.org/
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been designed to support young democracies and to extend the good 

example set in Bulgaria, to strengthen the dialogue of tolerance and 

understanding on regional level. 

Each year, over 800 young politicians and NGO leaders from 

the 14 schools across Europe meet in Strasbourg for the Summer 

University for Democracy - a “political laboratory” for a common 

European policy and the future of united Europe. 

Fourthly, the Council of Europe has impact on the socio-

economic rights and their protection through NGOs in Bulgaria, 

creating public-private partnership as a social capital of the 

democratic process. An illustrative example is the founded 28 

Regional Development Agencies, united in Association of Regional 

Development Agencies, which have a significant impact on the 

overall socio-economic climate and development. 

The fifth direction of impact the Bulgarian civil sector was the 

development of the local democracy and the acceleration and support 

of the process of decentralization in Bulgaria. The National 

Association of Municipalities (NAMB) (www.projects-

namrb.org/index.php/bg), established in 1996, is a sound example of 

completed network of citizen participation in decision-making at 

national level, which gave a rebirth of local democracy. 

An innovative and unique actor in Bulgaria, which has been 

the directly supported by the organization, is the Foundation for 

Local Government Reform (FLGR) (www.flgr.bg/bg). Established in 

1995, FLGR offers information, consultation and support, focused on 

the specific needs of the municipalities. Its experience was specially 

studied by the Council of Europe and multiplied in Albania, 

Armenia, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia and Montenegro, Georgia, 

Kosovo and Romania. 

On a regional scale, the Council of Europe had a strong impact 

on the establishment and strengthening of regional democracy by 

encouraging and supporting foundation of regional associations of 

municipalities as mediators of local and regional democracy and 

expanding active participation of citizens in local self-governance. 

http://www.projects-namrb.org/index.php/bg
http://www.projects-namrb.org/index.php/bg
http://www.flgr.bg/bg
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The sixth field was the youth of Bulgaria, as a guarantee of the 

irreversibility of the democratic transition and the creation of active 

young generation with democratic culture. In 2004, after the adoption 

of the Charter for the participation of young people in the life of 

municipalities and regions, the youth self-government and youth 

participation in school and community life got a new push. 

The access to information on native language was the seventh 

line of work on defining the impact of the Council of Europe in 

Bulgaria. The organization conducted its information policy in 

Bulgaria in a unique way. It has created its own information network 

and has a direct influence on the process of democratization in 

Bulgaria through its Information and Documentation centers. In 

Bulgaria was introduced a unique approach. Both centers were 

hosted by NGOs – in Sofia Centre for the Study of Democracy 

(www.csd.bg/index.php?id=165), in Veliko Turnovo – European 

Information Centre (www.europeinfocentre.bg/?lang=bg). That was 

a clear sign of the importance that the Council of Europe pays to the 

civil sector. At the same time, through the information centers, the 

Council of Europe easily spread its policies. After the year 2000, the 

Council of Europe created a network of information points and 

during 2000-2006 in Bulgaria eight such points were recognized 

officially. The practice of Bulgaria, assessed as very successful and 

effective for the reach of communities, lead to the opening of 

information points in Russia, Romania, Slovakia and Poland. 

 

Conclusions 

An analysis of the democratization and consolidation of 

democracy in Bulgaria is of major importance for the future of 

country democracy as well as for the balance between the inner and 

external factors.  

The Council of Europe contributed heavily to the 

development of the non-profit sector in the country by implementing 

different approaches to the other CEC in transition. The assistance of 

the Council of Europe in Bulgaria to the development of civil society 

led to defining several successful practices that are helping to speed 

http://www.csd.bg/index.php?id=165
http://www.europeinfocentre.bg/?lang=bg
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up the democratization process, and that could easily be adapted to 

different post authoritarian societies. 
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     Abstract 

The development of the communication means through the 

introduction of new technologies has brought along significant 

changes to the modality in which communication is realized, both 

semiotically and socio-culturally. Technologies are continuously 

improving, new systems, new means and new instruments of 

communication and interaction emerge, which, on the one hand 

have the capacity to synthesize the production of images and, on 

the other hand, to interact with the one proposing the informative 

material. This is the reason why nowadays there has been a debate 

on the ethics of communication. Unfortunately, the harsh reality 

we all face today is rooted in the fact that many professionals 

demonstrate their incapacity and unavailability to minimally 

comply with the ethics in the name of the “liberty expression”. 

Non-compliance generates a great deal of confusing for those 

receiving the information. We can state that the ethics in 

communication refers to fully committing, consciously engaging 

and morally approaching every act, either individual or collective, 

which lead to a responsible use of our liberty of expression. 

Despite these challenges, the Church understood the necessity of 

mass- media for the modern individual. Thus, the Romanian 

Orthodox Church has taken this responsibility and is present in 

the space of public communication and visibility. 

C 
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Key words: liberty of expression, traditional media, technologies, 

new media. 

 

Talking about radio and television represents a permanent 

challenge because a fascinating world opens every time when you 

come into contact with it, a world of words and sounds and a world 

of images.  

This study is not meant to be a repetition of certain things that 

have already been said about the world of radio and television, it is a 

vision of a radio and television presenter using his experience in the 

world of mass-media and the specialized literature, especially from 

Italy. We'll discuss several reference works of some Italian experts, 

professors at the Salesiana University in Rome or at the Roma Tre 

University in Rome: Enrico Menduni Franco Lever, Zanacchi 

Adriano, Paolo Restuccia about themes such as: The mind and the 

radio; Radio and television language; World of radio; 

Communication Dictionary; The history of radio and television in 

Italy.  

After a brief review of the radio and television history from 

birth to the new challenges of the “Internet era” we will unravel 

together some of the most important elements that made this “magic 

box” a means of communication which challenges revived whenever 

time challenges put it on second place and a television proposing 

constantly new approaches. We will point out the most important 

features of spoken language, some elements of communication ethics, 

we will try to outline a framework for the nowadays radio and digital 

television with all the faced challenges, and finally to present the 

most important challenges of modern technology.  

Currently, communication occupies an important place in our 

lives. Without it, we are persons who neither transmit nor receive 

information or messages, which isolate themselves, who fail to 

expose their personal opinion. That is why “traditional media”, radio 

and television are part of the mass communication means which have 

brought and probably will bring a long-time contribution to 

information, literacy and socialization of the large audience. 
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“During its existence, the radio changed its cultural form even 

though it was broken several times, it went through unfortunate 

periods, but each time it was able to revive finding a different and 

modern social function of innovative language, keeping in harmony 

the spirit of time” (Menduni, 2001: 12). 

Talking about radio, “the small box” (De Luca, 2005: 20) is one 

of the means of communication that has largely kept its 

characteristics over the time. The radio is accused of eliminating 

certain receptive field, a very important one for man, namely vision- 

visual. Maybe it would be helpful and useful for us to stop and focus 

on this issue, trying to weigh its value. Two examples: the silent film 

and the photography can give us an answer to the above statement.   

The silent film does not create a strong impact when watched; 

the lack of sound does not create a huge discomfort. Also a painting, 

a picture that leads you out of reality does not create an unpleasant 

state, but rather invites you to interact, to unravel it, but from this 

point of view the radio commits a great sin, namely, it obviously 

omits the image. We can state that the radio proposes, using only 

sound, a complete image. “The radio speaks to our minds in a 

different way and stimulates answers that other media do not 

require, venturing into new territories that neither television nor the 

cinematography, not even the written press go through” (Menduni, 

2001: 7). With all the ideas mentioned above, the radio remains a 

complete means of communication, it is the instrument which, by its 

nature and by its structure characteristics, has remained in many 

aspects uncontaminated by the technological revolution, emphasizing 

here that the unchanged elements are those that refer to the narrative 

and expressive ways”. The listener is therefore tempted to fill in the 

missing blanks of a radio transmission using his/her imagination in a 

clear way” (Grandi, 1995: 51). As described above, the lack of images 

for the proposed text presented to an audience determines the radio 

to be an absolutely special media channel, but, at the same time, 

succeeding to thrill, to transmit emotions to its listeners owing to the 

evocative force of words, music or sound in general. It is not 
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necessary to be a specialist in soccer in order to make the difference 

between a TV review and a radio one for a sports event.   

The presentation of a soccer game in real time through the 

radio creates more “pathos” than the game broadcast and 

commented on television. 

The main reason that makes the difference is that the radio 

amplifies the power of imagination and the ability to generate 

emotions to the listener. Only the radio is able to generate natural 

(clean) effects, emotional surprises through the word, the sound of a 

change of rhythm, a song, many times a jingle or even the radio 

message identification. “The incredible activation and internalize of 

human imagination, represents the result of an auditory education” 

(Arnheim, 1995: 52). 

The radio, being different from all other media means, had the 

ability to adapt to the major changes occurring in society during the 

time. Its cultural shape has changed several times: thus the radio was 

born as radiotelegraphy, namely wireless telegraphy. It is about a 

practical application on the wavy nature of light, Maxwell's theory 

and experimental confirmation that ends with the discovery of 

electromagnetic waves by German physicist Hertz in the 80s. 

Guiglermo Marconi theorised the principle by which the ether can be 

crossed by waves of different frequencies that man can produce 

artificially.  

The beginnings of the radio take us to 1895 Italy, where, after 

long experiments in his parental home in Villa-Griffon-Pontecchio 

near Bologna, Guiglermo Marconi, aged 21, manages to obtain some 

fundamental results concerning the electromagnetic waves, results 

which actually represent the birth of the radio as system for 

transmitting information. It is the beginning of a process tended to 

mark profoundly the development of humankind for the entire 20th 

century. We must also remember the moment in 1901 when on Signal 

Hill in San Giovanni Terranova the first transatlantic transmission 

took place. If we want to talk about the invention of radio, we have to 

mention the entire period discussed above and not just one event 

which is a small part of a long series of moments that led to the 
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invention of radio. The main concern of those who dealt with this 

means of communication was to cover the broadest distances to 

transmit information.  

“At the beginning, all these discoveries had special uses, 

particularly military, but in the end it came to using them to create a 

means of mass communication” (Traciuc, 2009: 7). 

Access to information becomes thus an asset belonging to 

most people. The radio is right from its start a serious competitor for 

print media, but time would prove that these two means of mass 

communication will have a good relationship.  

“Among the means of mass communication, the radio is the 

least studied, not just among communication sciences, but also in 

academic research in general” (Lever, Rivoltella & Zanacchi, 2002: 

944). Even if the specialists' interest to study the radio is much lower 

compared to other means of mass communication, radio has its 

beauty. All the elements that it has: word, music, sound effects, noise 

and breaks make the radio an interesting means of communication 

challenging the listeners and invite them to understand through the 

inner eye what it transmits. “The radio has very close personal 

dimension, namely the interactive and mobile communication” 

(Menduni, 2001: 8). 

As listeners, we must consider certain aspects relating to 

decoding a message sent via radio. We do not know how effective a 

listener's imagination can be in this case. The listener gets the 

impression or the calming feeling to understand what happens when 

you listen to a radio drama. In reality one feels incapable of arranging 

them in his/her imagination. He/she feels the persons, hears 

laughing voices, people moving, unexpected applause, greetings, 

without realizing that someone has entered the scene. Here are some 

factors that lead to the assertion that there is no doubt about the fact 

that the acoustic results are poorer in case of a radio drama. The 

presence in the theatre opens a perspective of understanding, 

decoding the message suggested in a straightforward and effective 

manner.  
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Nowadays, the radio maintains its position among the means 

of mass communication. There is a permanent concern of scientists in 

the field to present the changes, challenges and new conquests of 

radio. While the “pre-Internet” era had many spaces for interactivity 

with other means of communication, the possibility to find a space for 

listening and subjective expression made the radio, for a long period 

of time, the instrument of individual and collective emotional 

expression by excellence. 

The technology conquests of new media somewhat have 

changed the things but in some respects, the radio remains a very 

powerful means of communication now. We state, without venturing, 

that at present the radio retakes its place among the main means of 

mass communication. For those who are in the car, the radio becomes 

a companion, for those who work at home or elsewhere, the radio 

gives the information needed. The speed with which the necessary 

daily information is spread, gives its proper place. Given the above 

situations, the listeners do not use a lot of imagination because they 

are involved in another action or activity. 

“Infiltrating in the domestic environment, the radio was a new 

way to organize family life, a kind of constant guest with thousands 

of things to say, around which the conversation is reorganized, the 

daily schedule, the relationship between family members” (Lever, 

Rivoltella & Zanacchi, 2002: 940). 

Rudolf Arnheim in 1936, in one of his studies about the radio, 

stated that radio language is composed exclusively of sounds; he 

considered a limit, but as a means of communication the radio is 

defined by verbal language and sound. “The radio supports two 

rarefied, spiritual means: at the same time, verbal and musical 

communication is used with sounds, producing strong sensations 

which are difficult to avoid” (Lever, Rivoltella, Zanacchi, 2002: 941). 

The word is the main means of communication within the 

verbal language. It becomes the carrier through which the message 

reaches the recipient. The radio operator must consider several 

aspects on how to use words to transmit a message. The audience or 

hearers are different in many ways: educational, cultural, social, from 
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illiterates to university professors. The key to successfully send a 

message remains encrypted or incomprehensible for one but for the 

other it is superficially trivial, it refers to the ability of proposing 

radio speech.  

In terms of music, it can appear before the public as an 

element of radio language, of itself, it is part of the radio schedule - or 

as a complement, accessory, element when used as background 

music signal sound. We should also note that music plays an 

important role for radio, it is the element that selects the largely 

public-listeners. Another element of radio language is the noise; by 

noise we refer to what is not defined by words or music. Radio noises 

or effects may be of several types, but it is very important to be 

counted as natural, even if the sound effects made in radio 

production studio are more precise, clear or effective than the natural, 

ambient or background ones. From this perspective, naturalness 

ranks the second.  

The last important element of radio language is the silence, as 

a background element, because using the break intelligently can 

create an extraordinary thing when presenting a message. 

The first steps in television were taken by UK by official 

inauguration of the BBC station in 1936, with 12 hours of broadcast 

per week. After three years, television was introduced in the United 

States. The number of TV owners in these two countries, however, 

was very small. Only after the Second World War the situation 

changed for the better. An important step in the history of television 

was the coronation of Queen Elizabeth II of Great Britain, on 2nd 

June 1953. The coronation was the first event live broadcast television 

in several European countries and re-broadcast in the United States. 

This way, the television gave the entire planet the occasion to attend 

the same event, making possible the beginning to standardize 

television channels. After this event, the television, now increasingly 

present in people's homes, has become next to the motorcar the 

symbol of “consumer society”. Since 1960 the television has become a 

frequent element of daily life. The market for handsets reaches 

saturation and the number of broadcasting stations increases. Three 
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major networks appeared: ABC, NBC, CBS. The essential 

characteristic of programs lies in a mixture of show business, 

advertising and much information, according to policy of producing 

network and the contracts with the economic entities and political 

elements. Since 1955, following the American model, TV stations of 

European countries introduced a competitive system, which admits 

the existence of private broadcasters. Withdrawal of the state has 

resulted, among other effects, in the emergence of new law. The 

Europeans adopt the formula of an independent regulation when the 

US tried to limit them.  

Image grammar and syntax have changed significantly during 

the recent years. Thus consumer market sometimes becomes 

friendlier and sometimes influenced by sub-cultural globalism. 

Television was and remains one of the means of traditional mass 

communication present in our homes.  

In terms of television, the specialized literature speaks about a 

“neo-TV”, a television risking very little regarding its editorial 

proposal. This approach of images suggests at first some elements 

that give them the winning comfort on media market: uses cultural 

stereotypes, offers show, questions the media values of the company, 

uses the others' errors, and puts great emphasis on identity 

(messages, characters, sounds, images). 

Another important step in the evolution of television is the 

fact that at one time it was necessary to introduce on media market 

the term “television truth” (“televisione verita”) (Menduni, 2006: 

189), which led to reality show. 

Today, the television has reached a new technological 

dimension of its development, digital television, namely a digital 

platform that has a productive characteristic and a completely 

different cultural form from the classic, analogue television.   

At the beginning of the study I mentioned the fact that there is 

a serious concern regarding the ethics of communication. Probably 

we went too far making a brief presentation of this aspect which 

proves to be indispensable for the world of media.  
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Nowadays, we speak a lot about the ethics of communication. 

We wonder why we need to discuss mass-media ethics. There are 

certainly many professionals who set this very serious concern for 

developed societies and the young ones. The difficulty of 

approaching such matters comes from the fact that “a communication 

professional, very frequently, agrees with community leaders or with 

the public on what is or is not ethical” (Deaver, 2004: 46). 

Unfortunately, there is a harsh reality that we face today, namely, 

that in the name of “freedom of expression”, many of the 

professionals demonstrate their inability to prove themselves 

minimally skilful” (Deaver, 2004: 47) regarding the mandatory ethics, 

whose violation generates a possible high probability of official 

censorship. “We are talking about the need for a media ethics, 

because freedom involves a higher tolerance for any type of 

communication than we are willing to try to accept in our minds” 

(Deaver, 2004: 48). 

In conclusion, regarding the communication ethics, we can 

state that everything summarizes to a complete involvement, the 

commitment made towards the consciousness, more than a moral 

individual and collective approach and, last but not least, a 

responsible use of freedom.  

In the last part of our study, we outline some important issues 

that arouse the interest in the new technological challenges regarding 

the radio. Along with the development of Internet, the radio, we can 

state that it lost a new impulse. While until the present moment there 

is a certain difficulty to transport moving images through telephone 

cables, in terms of audio–sound, these problems do not exist. Today, 

throughout the world, there are radios that broadcast on the internet 

or via the internet only. With the invention of digital satellite we do 

not find radio with high quality in the list of programs received by a 

satellite dish.   

Since 1996 there have been software programmes that allow 

us to listen to an audio file in MP3 compressed format on personal 

computer without having to download the file in question to be 

heard. Today more than 2000 radios worldwide broadcast only via 
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Internet and there is a larger number of radios that transmit both via 

ether and Internet. Web radio or internet radio does not require 

licenses, frequencies, authorizations, avoid bureaucracy, costs and 

censorship and can be heard worldwide without barriers” (Menduni, 

2006: 91). Those sites are not used only to listen to radios on a 

computer, but to let the listeners known their frequencies, to present 

the DJ performing shows, to present events that are to happen in the 

foreseeable future.  

A more recent challenge for mass media is the one that refers 

to the interaction between Internet-radio and the phone, which also 

emphasize the distinction between personal communication and 

mass communication. An example that reinforces all the above ideas 

is the way in which the public interacts with the radio operator, 

email, SMS or webcam located in the broadcasting studio. The 

direction towards digitization is obvious, to an intense exploration of 

new media formats, but certainly not all will be successful.  

Digital platforms are currently on tests. There are telematic 

channels with a search engine that allow the listener to create their 

own music playlist. There are discussions about an audio interface in 

the Internet world, but we must understand that “the radio is the 

contact site between sound and everyday of life millions of people 

and the way in which the sound expression, voice and music are used 

may become internet network voice” (Menduni, 2006: 93). 

Another challenge of the digital world is the digital audio 

broadcasting DAB, the digital radio. When it comes to DAB digital 

radio, we must understand that it provides a constant modulation in 

its territory of service, therefore changing the frequency is not 

necessary, using the most of electromagnetic spectrum because 

digital compression allows transmission of six channels on a single 

frequency” (Menduni, 2006: 89). 

In many European countries, DAB is required to use 

terrestrial networks with national DAB platform. But there is a reality 

confirming the weakness of this digital system, mostly due to high 

manufacture costs of the reception device. 
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Modern technology has two defining qualities: it provides 

both synthetic and interactive communication at the same time. The 

two elements totally change the look of the old means of mass 

communication. Synthetic Communication refers to the ability to 

create new words, which are used to transmit multiple elements 

through a single word: such as morphemes (nouns, verbs, affixes, 

etc.) are combined to create new words (Munteanu, 2005: 159), such 

as the Italian comunicandovele, meaning “while communicating it to 

you”. In this word, there are three distinctive words: communication, 

those and you. 

Postmodernism, with the people under the pressure of time 

and space, is subject to continuous movements. There is an amazing 

reality regarding continuous movement of modern man, the one who 

transforms the world due to globalisation in a “domestic horizon” 

(Triani, 2013: 51), it manages to comply with some requirements of 

multi informational society, of consume and secularized without any 

exaggerated effort. Another element of communication, owed to 

modern technology, namely the interactivity arouses particular 

interest. Mobility of mass media and hyper-communication we use 

today, offers the postmodern man the opportunity to interact in a 

context marked clearly by time and space. It is often mentioned the 

fact that reading is lower today but if we take an example from the 

world of the Internet, namely posting written materials on one's blog, 

the statistics reveal that there are nearly 160 million blogs in the 

world. Compared to the world population, this number indicates that 

we have a blog to 42 people, so we are definitely very close to the 

times in which we were all writing to communicate (UNESCO, the 

congress, Blog and Blogger Moving World, Marseille, March 3, 2012).  

Advertising is certainly another strong example. During the 

modern and postmodern era it acquired certain qualities in mobility, 

as time and space become the indispensable elements. Advertising 

answers all modern human desires, it has the role to answer, be and 

reach everywhere. Furthermore, advertising is able to attract, engage, 

seduce, persuade and drive to consumption (Zanacchi, 2004: 9). We 

often hear on the radio, see on television or simply read on a 
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billboard about a certain thing which becomes a world that moves 

along you, or accompanies you, becomes your partner or companion 

when travelling. But paradoxically, practical and real at the same 

time it confirms that advertising can move when fixed, it can stand 

still, does not move. Our physical movement or car movement 

defines our state or position related to certain things. The dynamic, 

moving human being can create an active mobile state for the 

advertising manifesto, aided by our visual space for a certain period 

of time. The rapidity from desire to purchase has become very short 

today, speaking in specific terms about “quick finger touching a 

screen “web marketing” (Triani, 2013: 60). Through these two 

examples, we can see easily see that we live in a postmodern era, in a 

mobile society, an active society, vivid in terms of communication.  

Nowadays, technology has reached untouched quotas. The 

physicist Alwin Weinberg calls this the postmodern era of 

technological revolution “big science”, also stating that “today there 

are more scientists in the world than the sum of scientists who lived 

before, during the history of humanity” (Greco, 2012). There is one 

important element that raises many problems in the world during the 

postmodern era, namely the limit or measure of things. We cannot 

omit the speed and power that represent the active participants of 

new technologies, or the binomial “the power and speed” highlights 

by rapid technological changes the informatics and 

telecommunications” (Triani, 2013: 71). 

More often than not, the contemporary culture is a culture of 

image, of the external side, of quantity, but the Christian culture 

invites you to a perspective of the inner soul. Our Church quickly 

understood the necessity of applying and using these means of mass 

communication. Christ Gospel Culture is accomplished through 

different elements and means, from spoken-heard word to digital 

media of Christian culture.  

In Europe and beyond, there has always been a trend on the 

correct use of these instruments for transmitting the Gospel message. 

Both in the West and in the East, these challenges have been 

considered careful. The Catholic Church developed a complex media 
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system and managed to capture all segments of the Christian life, 

both nationally and in regional or provincial areas. It has developed a 

network media for radio and television which took care of all the 

needs of the Christians and not only. Today, the Catholic Church's 

slogan is: Information, meeting and dialogue. Three mass-media, one 

strategy. It is about the three tools of media: Avvenire newspaper, Sat 

2000 television and Radio in Blue.  

In the case of the Orthodox Eastern Church, things have 

evolved along with the freedom of speech, after the fall of 

communism. The training and growth period has its steps but we 

speak today of the church's media holdings, of the daily Christian 

newspapers, religious radios or televisions, sites or other structures 

and means of communication.  

Basilica Media Holding of the Romanian Orthodox Church is 

an example in this case. Radio Trinitas, Trinitas television, Lumina 

newspaper and Basilica site are the elements that define it. Fast 

communication is the strong point of these tools that are available in 

places less accessible. 

Technological challenges of this society that we cannot call 

postmodern anymore because it seems to have moved to a new stage 

of development, bring in our everyday life a “present future”. Both 

the radio and television manage by own means to rise and to respond 

to these technological avalanches that created substantial changes to a 

lot of means of mass communications. The future is now, we live it 

intensely, the society is mobile even when we are idle, what passes in 

front of us places us in motion  

The trend of this mobile society is to transform everything 

fixed and to put in motion and what is already in motion, to move 

faster. We can talk about an historical change, one that is offered by a 

communicational society of smartphones, tablets, social networks and 

who knows what will happen tomorrow. 
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      Abstract 

After Patriarch Justinian death in 1977, The Metropolitan of 

Moldavia, His Eminence Justin was elected as Patriarch. The 

Romanian Orthodox Church’s position towards the communist 

state did not change. Patriarch Justin tried to maintain his 

predecessor’s policy. On one hand, the state wanted to put 

pressure upon the Church in order to be sure that the Orthodox 

people were obedient and they didn’t try to fight against the 

regime. On the other hand, the Church was interested in finding a 

way to stop state’s interference in the religious life.  

 The Cults in Romania were officially under the surveillance of 

the Department of Cults. Meanwhile, the Secret Service 

(Securitatea) was very interested in observing the activity of 

priests and hierarchs. A top secret report from 1980 revealed that 

there were some misunderstandings between Patriarch Justin and 

the Department of Cults. The Department tried to change the 

Metropolitan of Transylvania, Nicolae Mladin because they 

realized he was very ill and he could not administrate his diocese 

any more. The Patriarch disagreed with this measure and 

suggested that the metropolitan should have an assistant bishop in 

order to help him.  

 The Patriarch was also against the Department of Cults 

initiative to reduce the number of theologians from the theological 

schools and he refused to take into consideration such a measure. 

T 
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The death of Patriarch Justinian- in March 1977- was the end 

of a long period of dramatic fights and obsolescence between the 

Church and the communist authorities. His Beatitude tried his best to 

encumber certain measures taken by the State against the clergy and 

its believers (as, for instance, Decree 410/1959; he made all attempts 

to impede it). The attributions of His successor to the throne of the 

First Hierarch of the Autocephalous Orthodox Church were very 

delicate and difficult as reported to the then given conditions. 

Beginning with 1977, Justin Moisescu, the Metropolitan of Moldavia, 

was chosen to lead the destinies of the Romanian Orthodoxy. His 

personal relationship with the leaders of those times proved to be 

even more difficult to be established than that of his predecessor. 

Appointed in the above mentioned position at the age of 67, the ex-

professor was to be confronted with an even harsher internal and 

external reality. 

 That situation was predictable since July 1971, a moment that 

anticipated the blowing-up of the so-called “mini cultural revolution” 

- that is Romania’s closer approach to the Chinese and Northern-

Korean pattern, an approach carrying on the specific rigorous 

consequences in as far as the cult of personality was concerned, 

reaching mythological accents in the 1980s. Actually, as Academician 

Florin Constantiniu noticed, “the mini cultural revolution 

ideologically influenced all the important spheres of the social life 

offering the party nomenclature an even greater power: from the 

secretary of the lowest party organization to the counties first 

secretaries supervised and led by the Political Executive Committee it 

was created a sound hierarchy reminding of the feudal-vassal-like 

structures; the difference was that the personal fidelity that linked the 

sovereign to his vassal was replaced by careerism and opportunism” 

(Constantiniu, 2008: 507). 

 Year 1977 faced Romania’s life with many events and changes 

to the worse: the devastating earthquake of March 4 and the Valea 

Jiului miners’ strike of August (a strike appeased at the request of 
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Νicolae Ceauşescu) - in the interior - and the installation of the White 

House Administration and the evaluation of the forms of government 

according to the way man’s rights were observed or not started to 

weigh heavily on the shoulders of the Romanian communism, in the 

exterior. The Jackson-Vanik Amendment stipulated that the clause of 

the most favoured nation would be granted to those countries which 

allowed their citizens to emigrate; yet, many difficulties were created 

by the political regimes of those countries that hindered the 

emigration of those who wanted to leave their own countries.   

 This was the context in which Justin Moisescu became a 

patriarch. The years that followed have confronted the Romanians 

with even more absurd decisions taken by the “state and party 

leadership”: entire districts and many churches were demolished, as 

well as strict restrictions were imposed in food and utilities 

departments. The relations between the leader and the people were 

getting worse and worse every day. 

 The religious aspect was, undoubtedly, included in this 

general atmosphere. When Ion Roşianu was appointed in 1977 the 

President of the Cults Departments, this appointment was to greatly 

influence the State-Church relationship. He was considered to be 

close to Patriarch Justin, who was in good relations with Mihail 

Roşianu, his father, since both of them lived in Vâlcea.  

 It is possible that out of his desire to manifest his personality 

and to impose his opinions, Roşianu’s unfriendly attitude against 

Justin, the Patriarch, was so evidently proven. Consequently, a State 

Security Department informative note of July 3, 1980 mentioned that 

data have been gathered showing that between the leadership of the 

Cults Department and His Beatitude there existed misunderstandings 

leading to a negative influence connected with the negative solutions 

obtained at both the internal and the external level; one of those 

misunderstandings referred to the one-year-longer-period delay in 

electing and appointing a bishop for the Paris Orthodox Diocese, a 

reason that could have enabled Vasile Boldeanu to exercise his 

mission freely and unhindered (Note, 1973-1988, f. 131).      
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 Another important aggressive act of the regime was that of 

dismissing Nicolae Mladin, the Metropolitan of Transylvania, from 

his leading position, under the pretext of an illness. The informative 

note of the Security mentioned that Patriarch Justin announced the 

Cults Department that he would not replace the hierarch; 

consequently, he suggested the solution by which a vicar bishop 

should be elected as to solve the current problems of the eparchy 

(Note, 1973-1988, f. 131).  

 However hidden in the document, it was a fact that a decision 

taken against the Metropolitan from the part of His Beatitude might 

have appeared non-canonical and that the political interference could 

have become evident. The panic of the authorities derived from the 

echoes of such a measure among the Transylvanian orthodox rather 

than from its reference to Metropolitan Nicolae Mladin or to the 

Patriarch.  

 An interesting version of this problem is told by Priest Ion 

Peană, ex-driver and deacon of Metropolitan Nicolae Mladin who, in 

an interview, said that in 1979, he was invited to the Central 

Committee of the Romanian Communist Party and said that the 

hierarch refused to sign a laudatory text at the address of Nicolae 

Ceauşescu (Manoliu, 2013). 

 In 1980 Father Peană told the hierarch that rumours appeared 

in connection with his mental disease. The Metropolitan went to Cluj 

for a general medical investigation: Dr. Aurelia Sârbu - 

Neuropsychiatry, Dr. Emil Câmpeanu - Neurology and Dr. Cuatu. 

The result of the investigations sounded like this: the patient has no 

health problem (Manoliu, 2013). 

 The tense relationship between Roşianu and the Primate of the 

Romanian Orthodox Church was even clearer within the sessions of 

the Holy Synod when - according to a note given by the Securitate - 

the president of the Cults Department reproached the Patriarch his 

lack of involvement in certain external activities of the State. 

 On April 16, 1979 the document mentioned that the president 

of the Department did not use to participate in the opening session; 

Roşianu entered the session hall of the Synod an hour and a half later, 
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a  thing had never happened since 1948. As a matter of fact it was 

nothing else but the Patriarch and the other hierarchs’ defiance at his 

address. Besides, the explanation given by the communist leader that 

the number of places offered to the theological training for 1979/ 

1980 was to be diminished, determined the Patriarch to decline such a 

hypothesis. Facing such evident intimidating the hierarchy attempts, 

His Beatitude Justin had an immediate reaction: He went directly to 

the headquarters of the Cults Department and announced that such 

measures were meant to ruin and destruct the Romanian Orthodox 

Church; He also added that in the following educational year - 1980/ 

1981 there would be even less places in the theological institutions 

(Note, 1973-1988, f. 131).  

The attitude of the hierarch is - at this stage of the research - 

the first tense moment that appeared within His relationship with the 

authorities. Although docile and quite old for an open confrontation 

with the leaders of the time, the Patriarch decided for such an 

approach. He could not offer many options for the moment: he had to 

either accept those decisions which might lead to even more drastic 

effects in future, or choose a more convenient form of protest: that of 

pleading of His cause in private, within the Cults Department. Yet, 

His Beatitude realized that there would appear various consequences 

as the result of His actions; and the results appeared soon after. 

 Within a note regarding Metropolitan Nicolae Mladin and 

Bishops Emilian Birdaş and Visarion Aştileanu issued on April 10, 

1981, it was written that “starting from several personal 

dissatisfactions yet pleading for Metropolitan Mladin’s the health and 

lack of mental integrity - whom Patriarch Justin Moisescu refused to 

remove from his position at the request of the Cults Department - 

comrade Roşianu Ioan suggested to some clerics from Sibiu to 

denounce the Metropolitan to the Superior Party and State leadership 

about his being under a disability” (Note regarding Metropolitan 

Nicolae Mladin and Bishops Birdaș Emilian and  Aștilean Vasile, 

1973-1988, f. 195). 

 In the document, it was mentioned that “during the 

investigations it resulted that COSTEA MARIA (the Metropolitan’s 
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housekeeper) performed many negative influences over the 

Metropolitan at the suggestion of various persons from Sibiu and 

especially from clerics; consequently, comrade ROŞIANU IOAN 

reached the conclusion that the housekeeper was the informer of the 

security organs who had trained her in such a way as to create 

problems and difficulties against the positive activities of the 

Metropolitan Church. We report that the situation corresponds to 

reality.” (Note regarding Metropolitan Nicolae Mladin and Bishops 

Birdaș Emilian and Aștilean Vasile, 1973-1988, f. 195). 

 In order to administrate such a situation, a special commission 

of the Synod analyzed the claims and decided to offer the 

Metropolitan of Transylvania a medical leave meant to help him 

regain his health. Besides, the same commission analyzed the claims 

against Bishops Emilian Birdaş from Alba-Iulia and Visarion 

Aştileanu of Transylvania: some of the claims were anonymous. The 

interesting thing is that the report issued by the Security Agents 

explains the way the Cults Department administrated the situation: 

they invited to the hearing only those who denounced the two 

hierarchs, without offering them the opportunity of speaking up their 

own points of view. It was evident that the two hierarchs had to be 

discredited, the credibility of the Church had to be spoiled and the 

personality of Patriarch Justin compromised. It goes without saying 

that such an approach could no longer be overlooked; it generated 

discontents among several persons and, consequently, the fact was 

analyzed by the Synod. 

 The conclusion at the end of the report issued by the 

Securitate mentioned that the Agency was not involved in the case in 

any way.  

 The present documents clearly demonstrate the relationship 

between the State and the Church, in general, not only in the time of 

His Beatitude Justin. The relationship between the State and the 

Church depends on a lot of conditions but among the most important 

one are the persons who manages it. The animosity between Ion 

Roşianu and Patriarch Justin led to objections and malicious attitudes 

from the part of the Cults Department. Certainly that during the 
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1980s - when Nicolae Ceauşescu’s attitude versus the population 

became very tough - the Church means of protest were very few.  

Besides, no change concerning any decision taken by the state and 

party leadership, as a consequence of the protest of no matter what 

institution or person - in problems considered of high importance - 

were taken into account (systematization, for instance). Afraid not to 

generate major repressions and greater destructions, Patriarch Justin 

chose to write his dissatisfactions to the authorities of the country, 

accepting at least, the recovery of a part of the church and cultural 

patrimony kept in the Nuns’ Convent (it was the case when the 

Nuns’ Convent workshop was demolished in 1982).    

 

Department of State Security                                              

Top secret 

Direction I  

No. 65129 of July 3, 1980 

Note 

 

 We possess information proving that between the Cults 

Department and Patriarch JUSTIN MOISESCU there exist 

misunderstandings that negatively influence the possibility of solving 

some problems referring to internal and external activities of the 

Romanian Orthodox Church. 

 Consequently, due to these approximately one-year 

misunderstandings, no bishop was appointed in the Romanian 

Orthodox Diocese of Paris; this thing permitting BOLDEANU 

VASILE - a legionary commander - the parish priest of the Orthodox 

Church from the same town to act according to his own way.  

 The change of MLADIN NICOLAE, the Metropolitan of 

Transylvania is also controversial, although the already checked 

information led to the conclusion that the person in discussion can no 

longer fulfil the duties appointed to him, because of an advanced 

sclerosis.  

 Patriarch JUSTIN MOISESCU announced the Cults 

Department that He would not replace MLADIN NICOLAE and that, 
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for the re-establishment of the whole situation, He suggested that a 

Metropolitan vicar should be chosen and appointed so as to replace 

the position and continue the above-mentioned Metropolitan’s 

activity. 

 Certain misunderstandings between the Patriarch and the 

president of the Cults Department have also been expressed 

especially during some sessions of the Synod of the Romanian 

Orthodox Church. So, for example, in August 1979, the president of 

the Cults Department reproached the Patriarch that there were not 

taken the best measures for developing specific activities within the 

communities and Orthodox churches abroad.  

 On April 16, 1979, the president of the Cults Department 

entered the session hall after a delay of about one hour and a half 

since the opening of the session, and Patriarch JUSTIN MOISESCU 

was shocked and said that during the 25 year of activity, it was for 

the first time that the president of the Cults Department did not take 

part in the opening of the session of the Synod, contrary to the cults 

law of 1948. This happening was interpreted by some hierarchs as an 

underestimation of both the Patriarch and of the Synod, if not a 

possible change in the Romanian Cults policy. Similarly, the speech 

made by the president of the Cults Department at the same Synod, 

was interpreted in connection with the number of places destined for 

the 1979/ 1980 religious educational institutions the Patriarch had 

refused to accept.  

 Recently, Patriarch JUSTIN MOISESCU when going to the 

headquarters of the Cults Department, reproached the president that, 

if for the school year 1980/1981 the number of placed would be 

diminished, the decision might appear to mark a change in the policy 

of the Cults of the Socialist Republic of Romania, as the destruction of 

the Romanian Orthodox Church - which is “national and patriotic” 

had been practically envisaged.  

  

Chief of Direction  

Major-General 

BORDEA ARON 
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ACNSAS, Documentary Fond, dossier 148, vol. 8/1973-1988, f. 131. 

 

Top secret  

Annex no. 6 at D.S. no. 0046623 of April 10, 1981 

Note regarding Metropolitan Nicolae Mladin and Bishops Birdaș 

Emilian and Aștilean Vasile 

 

  Starting from the personal discontents, yet claiming the health 

condition and the lack of metal capacity of Metropolitan MLADIN 

NICOLAE, the one whom the Patriarch refused to replace at the 

demand of the Cults Department, comrade ROŞIANU IOAN 

suggested to some clerics from Sibiu should denounce the 

Metropolitan to the superior state and party leadership as being 

disabled.  

On the basis of such claims, in the summer of 1980 an inquest 

commission of the Synod was gathered to investigate the things on 

the place. According to the conclusions that resulted after the 

investigation, it was decided the NICOLAE MLADIN should be 

given a year-long recovery medical leave. After the decision was 

taken, the Patriarch asked comrade ROŞIANU IOAN “What shall we 

do about MLADIN?” The answer was: “I do not know, this is your 

problem.” The Patriarch asked again: “But it is you who started the 

inquest, so it is our problem, as we agreed how to proceed.” 

Although these discussions took place, no decision was taken 

concerning the Metropolitan’s future: whether he would regain his 

position and activity or not. 

Since because during the investigations it resulted that 

COSTEA MARIA (the Metropolitan’s housekeeper) had a negative 

influence concerning the Metropolitan, at the initiative of certain 

persons from Sibiu and from among the clergy, comrade ROŞIANU 

IOAN declared that she was the informer of the Security organs who 

had trained her as to create difficulties in the activity of the 

Metropolitan Church. We report that the situation does not reflect 

reality. 
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The same Synod commission - at short and regular intervals of 

time - investigated the situation of BIRDAȘ EMILIAN from Alba-Iulia 

and AȘTILEAN VASILE from Arad, as they happened to have the 

same authenticated denouncements among. The fact that in both 

cases - before and after the investigations - the leadership of the Cults 

Department was hearing and listened to the claimants only, without 

attaching any attention to the named hierarchs, has generated a state 

of dissatisfaction among large circles of people. 

All these dissatisfactions augmented in the case of the 

hierarchs the moment they were analyzed in front of the Synod.  

We report that referring to the above mentioned problems our 

organs had no participation at all. 

 A.C.N.S.A.S., Documentary Fond, dossier 148, vol. 8/1973-

1988, f. 195. 
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     Abstract 

The financial (budgetary) autonomy consists of the autonomy 

of communes, towns, cities and counties budget, meaning the local 

authorities’ right to approve budgets of revenues and expenses, 

and to establish or levy local taxes, within the law. The work of 

local authorities to manage the resources regards the local interest. 

In all cases, it implies the existence of a patrimony, namely 

financial resources, land, material resources, public enterprises, 

buildings of education, culture, healthcare, social assistance 

institution, owned by territorial collectivities. The financial 

resources available to local public authorities should be correlated 

with the powers and duties provided by law. 

This study has an interdisciplinary character, enrolling both in 

legal and economic sciences because the object of investigation is 

the legal frame of budgetary autonomy, and also the economic and 

financial issues raised by resource management by local public 

authorities. 

Key words: resources, local authorities, budget, local interest, 

public fund.  
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1. The budgetary autonomy and the management of territorial 

communities’ interests by local authorities 

Budgetary autonomy is manifested through the autonomy of the 

budgets of communes and towns, municipalities and counties. Thus, 

under the local government law, local authorities have the right to 

approve the income and expenditure budgets and to establish or levy 

local taxes, within the law.  

Article 3 paragraph 1 of Law no. 215/2001 defines the concept of 

local autonomy and assigns to local public administration authorities 

the “right and actual capacity (...) to address and manage, on behalf 

of and in the interests of the local communities they represent, public 

affairs (our underlining), in accordance with the law”, and art. 4 par. 2 

specifies: “The local autonomy implies organizing, functioning, 

powers and duties, as well as the management of resources (our 

underlining) which, by law, belong to the commune, town, 

municipality or county, as applicable”. 

From the point of view of its terminology, the term 

“management” can have several meanings, among which “the 

administration of a heritage or of property belonging to a person by 

its representative; the totality of operations carried out by a 

manager/administrator concerning receipt, storage and issue of 

material goods or money values from a commercial company or 

institution; the totality of the assets entrusted to a person in order to 

preserve them and enhance their value” (Popa, 1999: 85). 

Beyond the usual meanings of the term, the Romanian legislature 

considers that management regards the resources and the interests of 

local communities. In all cases, the activity of management 

presupposes the existence of a patrimony, which consists of the 

financial resources and goods owned by the respective communities.  

It is worth noting that Law no. 215/2001 associates the term 

“management” with the one of “interest” that, at the level of local 

communities, translates into “a certain socialization of the interests of 

individuals that make up the community, meaning that the public 

authorities are to promote what is beneficial and useful for the 

human collectivity in question” (Popa, 1999: 86-87). Thus, managing 
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the interests of territorial communities lies in more than just the 

administration activity of patrimonial goods and local finances, filed 

by local public administration authorities with the “concern (...) to 

achieve what is advantageous, necessary, useful for the collectivities 

they represent” (Popa, 1999: 87). The law refers to “administrative-

territorial units’ interests” (art. 92), “local interest” (art. 36, paragraph 

1), to “the county’s interest” (art. 87, par. 1, art. 91) and to the 

“national public interest” (art. 120), the criterion of distinction 

between general/national interest and local/county/particular 

interest  being “the way it’s felt and the nature of the means to be 

satisfied” (Dissescu, 1891: 849). 

It is true that the management mainly consists in the activity of 

the administration, as art. 10 of Law no. 215/2001 states: “Local 

public administration authorities shall administer or, where 

appropriate, dispose of the financial resources and of public or 

private property assets of communes, towns, municipalities and 

counties, in accordance with the principle of local autonomy”. The 

same law also mentions that the administrative-territorial units are 

holders of rights and obligations arising from contracts relating to the 

administration of property belonging to the public and private 

domain in which they are parties, as well as from relationships with 

other natural or legal persons, in accordance with the law.  

Beyond the common meaning of property’s conservation, 

evidenced by art. 120 par. 2 of Law no. 215/2001 according to which 

“the goods forming part of the public domain are inalienable, 

imprescriptibly and imperceptible”, the Romanian legislator has 

expressly recognized in art. 27 and 121-124, the competence of local 

and county councils to decide “as goods belonging to public or 

private domain, of local or county interest, as applicable, to be placed 

in administration of autonomous public corporations and public 

institutions to be leased or to be rented”, as well as to decide on the 

purchase of property or the sale of products forming part of the 

private sector of local or county interest, in accordance with the law”, 

to accept donations and related tasks, to give “for free use, for a 

limited period, movable and immovable goods from public or private 
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property at local or county level, as appropriate, to non-profit-making 

legal entities that carry out charitable activity or public utility 

activities or to public services, the right to establish and to levy local 

taxes, to establish and approve local budgets of communes, towns, 

municipalities and counties, according to the law” (Preda, 2007: 366-

378).  

As outlined in the Romanian jurisprudence, “the specific manner 

in which the local Council decides on management of property assets, 

including those belonging to the private domain of the village, is an 

exclusive attribute of the will of local elected officials, delivering the 

principle of local autonomy” so that “non-granting the difference of 

98 square meters land does not affect the exercise by the S.C. M. 

S.R.L. of the right to ownership of constructions purchased and the 

decision not to lease the difference of land is justified by the public 

utility for the purposes of annexing this area  to the adjacent cultural 

home court” (Vrancea Tribunal, Commercial and Administrative-

Fiscal Department, Sentence nr. 19/15 February 2007). Moreover, 

“the right (...) to decide on the functioning of public institutions, such 

as the plant protection and plant health quarantine, and the right to 

decide on the heritage affected to this institution is not, in these 

circumstances, an absolute right; the action of local authorities should 

be included in the scope of some national interest, as well as in the 

normative framework approved” (Iaşi Court of Appeal, 

Administrative-Fiscal Department, Decision no. 81/CA/11 February 

2008). 

In a particular case, the Constitutional Court held that: “By 

removing the possibility of local governments to dispose freely of 

goods contained in the private property of administrative-territorial 

units, in the sense of whether or not to opt for selling them, it 

obviously violates the right of territorial administrative units to 

exercise the prerogative of the disposition, such as that attribute 

which is the essence of ownership. Being so, the Court found that the 

criticized act is detrimental to constitutional dispositions contained in 

art. 44, par. 1, that is the first thesis on guaranteeing the right to 

private property” (Constitutional Court, Decision no. 871/ 9 October 
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2007). In the same way, the Tribunal of Bacău held that the local 

council cannot be “forced to sell the land owned by him, forced 

transfer of property right being inadmissible, because it would 

violate the administrative-territorial units’ right to exercise the 

prerogative of disposition, as an attribute related to the essence of 

ownership, property rights being enshrined by the Constitution of 

Romania which, in article 41 par. 1, guarantees the right of private 

property” (Bacău Tribunal, Commercial and Administrative 

Department, Civil Sentence no. 169/19 March 2008).  

Likewise ruled Romania’s Constitutional Court (Constitutional 

Court, Decision no. 870/9 October 2007) and the European Court of 

Human Rights which stated in its case law that a deprivation of 

property must be provided for by law, pursue the public interest, 

comply with the national rules and respect a relationship of 

proportionality between the means employed and the aim sought. 

Beyond the financial aspect, the notion of managing the interests 

of local communities has also a non-legal and non-financial aspect 

which concerns “the organization of cultural life, of science, sport and 

leisure, the establishment of public services to meet certain collective 

needs, the specific economic life, determined by the structure of 

production and trade, of the geographical area in which the locality is 

situated etc.” (Popa, 1999: 88). 

Thus, the notion of managing the interests of local communities 

requires a complex approach, its many senses being revealed in an 

ontic plan – “the existence of a collective need, of a necessity to be 

satisfied”, in the  gnoseological plan – “the knowledge of the 

collective needs, through their awareness on both the community 

level and on the local public administration authorities level, in the 

praxiological plan – “the active orientation, satisfaction of needs, 

through legal and material means placed at the disposal of local 

authorities” (Popa, 1999: 88). 

Another important aspect is that the national public interest 

takes precedence over the local. It has thus been emphasized in the 

case law of the courts, in a decision handed down by the Court of 

Appeal in Iaşi, “how the obligation to ensure the necessary space in 
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which this institution must conduct business has been and remains 

the responsibility of local authorities, the legality of the decision  

adopted by the intimate should be investigated through the angle of 

preservation of national public interest and not just through the 

prism of the defendant’s right to dispose of the goods contained in 

the patrimony, public interest prevailing in this case, local autonomy 

cannot be invoked as a pretext in order to have the public interest 

unachieved” (Court of Appeal in Iaşi, Department of Administrative-

Fiscal Litigation, Decision no. 81/CA/11 February 2008). 

We must emphasize that the management of the patrimony of 

local communities may not be an isolated action, but it must be 

organized in the framework of a comprehensive system of 

management control within which the evaluation of public actions, 

reporting and adaptation of means used for the purposes intended 

are primordial, within which the “managerial innovations” are 

healthy, and the investment projects should be selected and 

organized by the criterion of profitability (Mazière, 2013: 163). 

 

2. Availability of financial resources necessary for the exercise of 

the powers of local authorities 

The allocation of the resources necessary for the exercise of the 

local powers, in particular, and local self-government in general “are 

guaranteed by the existence of economic and financial base managed 

by local powers” (Voican, 2011: 205). The principle of local autonomy 

has a material support, which outlaws from the area of abstract 

content. Revenues from local budgets, non-budgetary revenues, 

public ownership of the municipalities (communes, cities, counties) 

comprised of land, material resources, public enterprises, buildings of 

educational, cultural, medical care institutions etc. constitute physical 

basis of local autonomy.  

Local autonomy has, in consequence, as its economic 

foundation, its own patrimonial sphere managed by local authorities 

“as an authentic owner”, according to law (Preda, 2007: 21). Heritage 

available to each community is “the fount of development and 

prosperity,” of “solving requirements and needs of inhabitants” 
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(Preda, 2007: 21), representing the source of income and means of 

guaranteeing loans they incurred to.  

The general legal framework of financial and budgetary process 

in Romania has been and is secured by the Constitution of Romania 

(since 1991, with amendments in 2003), the Law on public finance no. 

72/1996, the laws on local public finances nr. 189/1998 and no. 

273/2006, with subsequent amendments, annual budgetary laws (i.e. 

the State budget law and the law on State social insurance budget), 

special laws on setting up special funds (which are approved as 

annexes to the annual budgetary laws) and by other specific 

regulations (Avram, Pîrvu, Radu & Gruescu, 2007: 221).  

In accordance with art. 137, par. 1 of the Constitution, the State 

bears an important responsibility for financial domain, embodied in 

“formation, administration, use and control of the financial resources 

of the State, of the administrative-territorial units and of public 

institutions”. Holding the monopoly of legislative initiative in the 

field of the budget, including in terms of rectifying laws, the 

Government has the “exclusive jurisdiction to develop the draft of the 

State budget”. Accordingly, “no public authority can predetermine 

the budgetary allotment in the draft budget, thus substituting the 

Government in its drafting” (Constitutional Court, Decision No. 

36/1996). On the other hand, the Government, as the Central 

Executive authority, through its specialist bodies, is “responsible for 

the fulfilment of those budgets, for taking measures to ensure 

financial equilibrium, for the application of financial policies and for 

efficiently spending of financial resources” (Enache, 2011: 126). 

According to art. 27 of Law no. 215/2001, in order to ensure the 

local autonomy, authorities of local public administration have the 

right to establish and to levy local taxes and duties, to draw up and 

approve local budgets of communes, towns, municipalities and 

counties, according to the law, which shows two areas where local 

authorities have exclusive jurisdiction: on the one hand, the setting 

up and collection of local taxes and fees, on the other hand, the 

development and approval of budget s of revenues and expenditures 

(Preda, 2007: 92-93). 
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Budgetary process is held each year on the basis of a 

methodology developed that prescribes financial policy priorities, 

phases and rules of budgetary process, as well as main printed forms 

to be used by authorising officers for the submission of their 

proposals. Relevant institutions shall analyse and evaluate the draft 

budget of the authorizing loans officers and negotiate with them over 

those projects.  

Art. 3 of the Government Emergency Ordinance no. 53/2006, 

Government Emergency Ordinance no. 45/2003 and Law no. 

273/2006 on local public finances regulate the setting up and 

collecting of the amounts to form a separate account opened on 

behalf of each of the county councils. The elaboration, approval, 

execution and reporting of the local budgets of communes, towns, 

municipalities, counties, sectors of Bucharest municipium and the 

city of Bucharest, of the budgets of public institutions financed 

wholly or partly from local budgets, as well as of foreign non-

refundable grants budget and of budget of the internal and external 

loans constitute an important pillar in the basic governance of local 

self-government in the country.  

The financial resources available to local public administration 

authorities must be correlated with the powers and duties prescribed 

by law. Therefore, according to art. 14 of Law no. 273/2006 on local 

public finances, “no item of expenditure may be included in local 

budgets or can be committed to this budget if there is no legal basis 

for that expense”. 

Regulations in the field of local public administration, plus the 

Tax Code – Law no. 571/2003, constitute also the support of the legal 

regime in which central authorities and the administrative-territorial 

units’ bodies act. Financial resources, represented through money, 

human resources, consisting of people, and the material resources 

represented by the buildings, equipment, machinery, restrict or 

extend the right to decisions in favour of the community local 

authorities. Real local autonomy needs its own revenues to local 

budget, local experts and logistics in order to be viable.  
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Law no. 273/2006 specifies that the revenues and expenditures 

of local government are composed of own revenues consisting of 

taxes, fees, other payments, contributions, other revenues and quota 

taken from the income tax, from amounts broken down from some of 

the revenue of the State budget, of grants received from the State 

budget and from other budgets, donations and sponsorships (art. 5).  

Finding and evaluating the taxable matter and tax base, as well as the 

evaluation of the provided services and of the revenues obtained by 

these are the basis on which the revenues of local budgets are built. 

Sizing and allocation of expenditures by loans officers, on 

destinations, activities, programmes, projects and objectives shall be 

carried out taking into account the priorities determined by the 

interests of the local communities concerned. Within the budget-

finance sector, decentralisation is supported by the passage from the 

Government in the administration and financing of local public 

administration authorities, of public expenditure by providing the 

necessary financial resources in the first year and in subsequent years 

(art. 6). In legal documents are included principles, rules and 

responsibilities as follows: the principle of universality concerns 

incomes and expenses included in gross sums and not affecting 

directly the budgetary expenses excepting donations and 

sponsorship; the principle of transparency and publicity (publication 

in the local press, on the website of the public institution, displaying 

at residence of the local public administration authority of the local 

budget and the annual account, public discussion of the draft budget 

and the presentation of the annual account of the local budget 

execution in open session), the principle of unity (registration in a 

single document of revenue and expenditure, and the interdiction of 

using revenues under extrabudgetary regime, as well as the creation 

of local public funds independent of the budget if the law does not 

stipulates it), the principle of the monetary unit (budgetary 

operations denominated in the national currency), the principle of 

annuality (budgetary revenue and expenditure approved for a period 

of one year), the  principle of budgetary specialisation (approval by 

sources of origin and category of expenditures), the principle of 
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balance (expenditure shall be covered entirely from the revenues of 

the respective budget) constitute the essence of functional and fiscal 

administrative autonomy (articles 7 to 13). To the principles listed it is 

added that of solidarity (the assistance of administrative-territorial 

units and of individuals in difficulty from the reserve fund set up in 

the local budget), the principle of local financial autonomy (the right 

to sufficient financial resources, the competence of establishing the 

level of taxes according to the law, amounts deducted with special 

destination, balancing the budget through the allocation of financial 

resources), the principle of proportionality (financial resources 

commensurate with the responsibilities of the authorities), the 

principle of consultation (local public administration authorities 

consulted on the process of allocation of financial resources from the 

State budget to local budgets), principles which give jurisdiction and 

responsibility in the budgetary process (articles 15 to 18). 

Approval and correction of local budgets, of foreign and 

domestic loans, of budgets of foreign non-refundable funds by local 

councils of communes, towns, municipalities, counties, sectors and 

the General Council of Bucharest, of budgets of the public institutions 

are made according to art. 19 of Law no. 273/2006. Article 20 of the 

above mentioned law presents the legal framework of the 

competences and responsibilities of the local public authorities in the 

field of finance as follows: elaboration and approval of local budgets, 

the establishment, ascertainment, control and tracking of local taxes 

and fees collection, of the execution of local budgets and rectification 

thereof, and tracking of method of performing activities in the field of 

public services constitute the duties incumbent upon those local 

entities. Direct contracting of external and internal loans on medium 

and long term, guaranteeing them, and the administration of local 

public funds and implementation of development programmes also 

constitute powers and responsibilities established by law. The 

provisions of the above mentioned law apply also to Presidents of 

County Councils. The law on local public finances establishes also the 

three categories of loans officers (main, secondary, third) which are 
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responsible for carrying out the annual budget, mainly, and local 

financial resources in the secondary. 

In order not to “induce the idea that the principle of local 

autonomy excludes the administrative and financial control upon the 

activity of local public administration authorities” (Preda, 2007: 65), 

art. 18 of Law no. 215/2001 specifies: “The administrative and 

financial control of the activity of local public administration 

authorities shall be exercised within the limits and under the 

conditions prescribed by law”. Thus, exercising administrative 

control rests with the prefect and the administrative courts, as well as 

other administrative structures with control attributions, and the 

exercise of financial control enters in the competence of specialised 

administrative bodies and of the Court of Auditors. 

Management-Economics-Finance relationship represents the 

Western model of administration, characterized by the subordination 

of economic and financial courts against administrative courts. The 

new budgetary concept will facilitate demonstration by the 

Romanian State of its ability to broaden the base of democracy 

through decentralization, deconcentration and local autonomy. 
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Abstract 

In the nineteenth century Europe there was a contrasting 

picture of peoples, states and empires which were not confused 

with territories their population live on, with the forms of political 

organization they had, with the religion or habits they practiced or 

with the language they spoke. If at the beginning of the century, 

the Ottoman Empire continued to control, more or less in a direct 

way, most of the Mediterranean space, from Algeria to Egypt, 

from Arabia to Asia Minor and in Europe, the Balkans. Under the 

impact of the nationalist current and the politics of “balance of 

powers”, the occupied nations have tried to release one after 

another from the tutelage of the Ottoman Empire. The Paris 

Congress of 1856 represented for the Ottoman Empire the 

beginning of a new reform period that would evolve into a 

campaign of repression against peoples who refused assimilation. 

As a reaction to the defeats suffered on external level and to the 

riots that started as a result of the increasingly intense national 

O 
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movements on internal level, in the Ottoman Empire emerged 

Turkish nationalism, a current which has campaigned against 

federalization and for national homogenization under the pressure 

of the Turkish centralism. The events in the second half of the 

nineteenth century have spread across Europe, prompting the 

development of new trends and guidance lines in the politics of 

the existing states and empires, and the creation of new principles 

and diplomatic methods. 

Key words: Organic Regulation, Trusteeship of Civil hospitals, 

Health Committee, Medical Commission, Superior Medical 

Council. 

 

 After 1848-1849, the Balkans became the epicentre of intense 

turmoil which was to engender ample conflicts between the great 

powers (the Crimean war, the great oriental crisis of 1875-1878 

(Ciachir, 1997: 127-130), the eighth Russian-Turkish war), preparing 

in the long term the favourable prerequisite for the breaking out of 

the first world war (1914-1918). The increase in intensity of the 

national movement threw the dynastic empires, already in a period of 

decay, into a crisis that affected their very existence and to which they 

will react in a similar manner. 

The Ottoman Empire adopted a form of domination 

unsuitable for the 19th century. The people under its domination 

preserved their characteristic features, language and religion. The 

sanguinary intrigues of the Seraglio enhanced what a European 

would call the exotic feature of the sultan’s political and religious 

power (Avram, 2003: 59). The Empire started to become the object of 

dispute for Russia (which was dreaming of the possibility of freely 

getting to the Mediterranean), the United Kingdom (which wished to 

make her way to India), and Austria, which was disputing with the 

tsars the right of “protection” of the Slavs. Turkey also offered an 

economic space which was intensely disputed by the great European 

powers. On the other hand, the Greeks, and then the Romanians, the 

Serbians and the Bulgarians emancipated and the growing number of 

nations reaching the awareness of their existence as entities increased 

the chances of conflict, thus contributing to the dissolution of the 
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empire to its expulsion from Europe. The problem of the Ottoman 

Empire as seen by the Europeans was reduced to “the Oriental issue”. 

 In the middle of the 19th century, the Ottoman Empire was 

undergoing a consuming crisis, being called “Europe’s sick man” 

(Carpentier & Lebrun, 1996: 306). The Ottoman statesmen were well 

aware of the dangerous decline of their power and realized that the 

very existence of their empire was at stake. The Ottoman system had 

functioned well for five centuries. The emphasis on Muslim 

domination and on religious division had resulted in building an 

omnipotent empire. But this was faced with strong internal 

convulsion and ethnic-religious conflicts, brought about by the 

emancipation struggle of the subjected peoples. Reforms were needed 

in order to modernize the political and economic structure of the 

empire. The secularization and modernization of the Muslim society 

was also required by the necessity to resist when faced with the 

pressure exerted by the great powers, which turned the Balkans into 

a “gunpowder barrel” (Zbuchea, 1999: 25). 

 After settling the Egyptian issue, during the first half of the 

19th century the Ottoman Empire had the respite for focusing on its 

internal problems. So “the great period of reforms” started, known 

under the name of Tanzimat (Reorganization). In the sixth decade of 

the 19th century, the reforms process was interrupted by the crisis 

which led to the Crimean war. This conflict, the only general 

European war during the interval of the years 1815/1914, was caused 

by the ordinary matters associated with “the Oriental issue”: the 

necessity felt by most of the European powers to preserve the 

integrity of the Ottoman Empire and, implicitly, the balance of 

powers in the Near East. 

 The issue of the religious protectorates had been discussed 

through the Treaties of Karlowitz (1699), Kuciuk-Kainargi (1774) etc. 

when Austria, France and Russia had attained certain rights 

concerning religious jurisdiction over the Sacred Places of Jerusalem, 

in which the Catholic church and the Orthodox church were 

involved. In February 1853, the Russian government sent to 

Constantinople a special emissary, the prince Alexandru Menșikov. 
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He claimed an unequivocal acknowledgement of Russia’s rights to 

protect the Orthodox Christians in the Ottoman Empire and to speak 

on behalf of the 12 million Turkish. The claim was accepted by 

neither the Porte, nor the great powers because that would have led 

to Russia’s domination of Turkey and to a total deterioration of the 

diplomatic balance in the eastern Mediterranean area.  

The Turkish diplomats accepted England and France’s offer to 

defend “the Ottoman Empire’s integrity” only for maintaining its 

territories of that time, but not for possible intentions of expanding 

the Turkish conquests realizing the fact that the European balance 

requirements would impose the restoring of any new conquests of 

territories to the detriment of other states (Türkgeldi, 1960: 321-327; 

Mehmet, 1976: 326-327).  

 When Turkey refused to submit to the Russians’ ultimatum, 

whose claims also included the question of protection, in July 1853 a 

Russian army was sent, which occupied the Romanian Principalities. 

In October, the same year, the Ottoman Empire declared war on 

Russia. The Western Powers successively became involved in the 

war, on the side of Turkey. The British and the French fleets got into 

the Straits in order to support the Turks. In November, at Sinope 

(Samsun), the Russian fleet of the Black Sea sank the Turkish fleet, 

destroying all the ships and causing losses of about four thousand 

sailors and soldiers. In March 1854, France and Great Britain also 

joined the conflict. 

 France incidentally intervened in this conflict. England, 

directly interested in everything that represented “problems” for the 

Ottoman Empire, attracted Napoleon III into a far-reaching military 

expedition. The regime of Napoleon I’s nephew needed military 

glory in order to consolidate his position and favourable opportunity 

in order to break away from his diplomatic isolation. Napoleon III 

endeavoured to destroy the Europe created by the Congress in 

Vienna and for this purpose he encouraged the setting up of a 

nationalities’ Europe, whose arbiter he wanted to become. For this 

reason he profited from the occasion offered to him in 1854 for allying 

himself with England against the tsar who had just attacked Turkey. 
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 In June 1854, the Habsburg government sent an ultimatum to 

Russia asking it to withdraw from the Principalities, after which the 

Habsburg and the Ottoman forces got into the area. At the same time, 

the Habsburg monarchy and the German states reached an 

agreement so that Central Europe should stay neutral. Under these 

circumstances, the allies (Piedmont, France, Great Britain and the 

Ottoman Empire), were forced to attack in a place unsuitable for 

waging a battle, the Crimean Peninsula. After a year of fighting, the 

allied forces conquered the Sevastopol fortress, which led to the 

capitulation in August 1855 (Mehmet, 1976: 329). 

 During the siege, destructive battles took place, but the 

heaviest losses were caused by the hygiene conditions which brought 

about epidemics of typhus and cholera. The fall of Sevastopol, which 

was immediately followed by the death of the tsar Nicolae I, made his 

successor (Nicolae II) accept the negotiations. Having severe 

difficulties in defending its own territory, Russia was bound to sue 

for peace, Austria’s role in resolving the conflict proved to be 

decisive; forgetting the service done by Russia during the revolution 

with Kossuth and fearing the tsar’s domination of the Slavic 

population in the Balkans, Austria refused to support the tsar and 

came to an agreement with his opponents about the peace conditions. 

 Napoleon III considered that the time had come for him to put 

into practice his ideas regarding the organization of Europe and 

summoned the belligerents as well as other continental powers 

(Austria and Prussia) to the Congress in Paris which was held 

between 25 February and 8 April 1856 (Mazilu, 2006: 189-193). 

 The treaty of Paris, signed on 18/30 March 1856, granted a 

range of advantages to the Ottoman Empire and humiliated Russia 

(Mehmet, 1976: 331), though most of its provisions were to be 

infringed in the next quarter of century. The military defeat as well as 

the conditions for concluding peace represented a severe blow for the 

Tsar’s Empire. From that moment onwards, Russia was compelled to 

focus its efforts on the internal reforms and not to venture again into 

the Balkans for the next 20 years. For the Porte, the most important 

stipulation of the treaty referred to the neutrality status of the Black 
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Sea. In order to guarantee the Ottoman safety and to protect the 

British interests, it was established that neither Russia, nor the 

Ottoman Empire were allowed to have warships in the waters of that 

sea or fortifications on its coasts. However the Turks were permitted 

to keep an operational fleet, standing in the Straits. 

 Three counties in the south of Bessarabia were given back to 

Moldova, a fact which excluded Russia from the riverside countries 

with access to the Danube. The treaty also brought the Danube Delta 

back under Ottoman control, a measure of great importance for 

Austria. 

 A series of stipulations proved to be detrimental to the 

Ottoman authority in the Balkans, though their implications were not 

apparent from the very beginning. Russia was asked to withdraw any 

claims on protecting the Balkan Christians, a fact which would allow 

the interference of those who had assumed the role of common 

guarantors. The problems also became complicated because some 

clauses of the agreement were contradictory. In Article no. 7, the 

signatories promised “to respect the independence and integrity of 

the Ottoman Empire territory”. Regarding the Christian nationalities, 

the sultan sent to the great powers the text of a decree entitled “Hatt-i 

Humayun”, through which the principle of equality between 

Muslims and non-Muslims was proclaimed (Vatikiotis, 1997: 217), 

and the Empire started some reforms with this end in view. The 

treaty article no. 9 stipulated the interdiction for the other powers to 

interfere, together or separately, with the relationship between the 

sultan and his subjects or with the internal administration of his 

empire (Jelavich, 2000: 254), a stipulation which was actually 

cancelling the previous Russian-Turkish treaties that had offered the 

tsars the possibility to intervene in favour of the Orthodox Christians 

in the Empire. These provisions brought about confusion and enabled 

the interference of the great powers in the crises that appeared 

between the sultan and his Christian subjects. 

 Through Paris Treaty, Great Britain obtained what it wanted: 

the guaranteeing, by means of the other powers, of the Ottoman 

Empire integrity. 
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 Owing to its adroit political game, Austria got a considerable 

advantage-free navigation to the Mouths of the Danube, whose safety 

was ensured since 1857 by two inter-national commissions having 

their headquarters in Galaţi. 

 In principle, through its intervention, so expensive from a 

financial and a human point of a view, France obtained only moral 

advantages: above all, the implicit acknowledgement of its right to 

protect the Christians in the Ottoman Empire. But Napoleon III also 

attained two important advantages for the continuation of its 

European policy: a breach in the absolutist powers front as well as the 

position of guarantor of the emancipation effort of the European 

nationalities (Mazilu, 2006: 189-193). Abandoned by Austria during 

the war of the English and the French, Russia approached France 

from then on. The Tsar’s Empire did not intervene when Austria, in 

conflict with France, lost a large part of its Italian territories 

(Salvatorelli, 1939: 590). He inaugurated a liberal and Francophile 

policy until the Polish revolt in 1863 as well as Napoleon III's 

sympathy with the Polish nation made him give up. 

 The Congress in Paris meant not only peace concluding after 

the Crimean war, but also the end of the Holy Alliance and the 

replacing of the “legitimacy principle” with that of the “European 

concert”, promoted by France at the Congress in Vienna in 1815, also 

marking “the mingling of the means and methods of the open 

diplomacy with those of the secret diplomacy, with a view to 

attaining the desired strategic ends” (Mazilu, 2006: 193).  

 Though it had become apparent that certain problems could 

not be resolved by diplomatic way (Procacci, 1975: 341), the Paris 

Congress in 1856 set forth the problem of nationalities for the first 

time. Thus, the major goal of the national liberation movements in the 

Balkans was for the most part achieved at the end of the 19th century. 

A large part of this geo-political area was under the control of the 

native governments. The Ottoman domination was confined to 

Tracia, Macedonia, Epir and Albania. Turkey had no more any 

influence over the administration in Bosnia, Herzegovina and 

Bulgaria, though they were Ottoman possessions.  
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 After the Congress in Paris, the Ottoman Empire started a new 

period of reforms which was to develop into a campaign of Turkish 

assimilation. The situation became complicated owing to a growing 

display of the interests of the neighbouring Great Powers that would 

exert pressure on the power void in the south-eastern Europe. Russia 

had shown its interest in the area ever since the 18th century, while 

immediately after the setting up of the Reich (1871), Germany also 

came into view. England and France disputed their influence within 

the Ottoman Empire, having claims also in this part of the European 

continent. 

 The southern Slavs issue and the agony of the dynastic 

empires in the south-eastern area enhanced the European existential 

crisis for the Turks, while for the Habsburgs it became a survival 

question. Through their reactions, both the Ottoman Empire and the 

Austrian-Hungarian Empire displayed their force of imperial people 

with dominant position (Turkish, Hungarians) combining the 

conservation and the modernization of their power structures with 

the assimilating nationalism conceived in the West. In the Ottoman 

Empire, the Turkish nationalism appeared as a reaction to the defeats 

suffered at the external level, to the revolts rising from the growing 

national movements at the internal level and also under the influence 

of the Western ideas. The new current, meant to be democratic – 

parliamentary, struggled for federalization and national 

homogenization under the pressure of the Turkish centralism 

(Avram, 2003: 59). 

The consequences of this nationalism were apparent in the 

repression against the people who refused to be assimilated. The 

most dramatic conflicts were the revolts in 1862, the uprising in 

Herzegovina (1875), the national liberation movement of the 

Bulgarian people (1876) and the tense relations between the 

Romanian Principalities and Turkey. 

 But this dying empire did not lack renewing forces. The 

“Turkish young men” initially called the “New Ottomans” coming 

from the bourgeoisie, the intellectuals and the officers, wished to 

restore the power of the empire through modernization. As a reaction 
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to Panislamism, they wished to found a powerful state, based on a 

homogeneous nation, which they should transform into a real 

Commonwealth (Toynbee, 1954: 254).  

Rising against the sultans’ absolutism, “the Turkish young 

men” requested a series of changes in the political and social 

structure of the Turkish society, among which the ignoring of the 

differences between Muslims and the non-Muslims, with the purpose 

of preserving the integrity of the Ottoman Empire through 

weakening the subjected peoples’ liberation struggle, as well as the 

great European powers interventions (Mehmet, 1976: 342-343).   

Though less categorically, they also asserted the supremacy of the 

Turkish element over the other nationalities of the empire, a reason 

for which their initiatives did not enjoy a large support from the 

component peoples of the empire.  

 Abdul Hamid II ascended the throne in 1876, in an empire 

torn by social and political contradictions and by consolidation efforts 

of various ethnic-religious groups. He witnessed two of his 

predecessors being removed as a result of palace revolts. At the 

beginning of his rule, the sultan showed fear and suspicion in the 

relationship with his counsellors and with the foreign 

representatives. At the moment of his ascension to the throne, Abdul 

had promised to institute a constitutional government though he did 

not trust that system. Immediately after ensuring his position, he 

dissolved the assembly and exiled the main reformers. Later, the 

sultan restored his autocratic powers and re-established the 

centralized government, which he considered the best solution for 

tackling the empire’s problems. It was the palace, not the 

bureaucratic apparatus which became the centre of authority. The 

sultan personally took over the control and management of the state 

affairs. In spite of these methods, Abdul Hamid II was a reformer; he 

paid due attention to the territories administration and instituted an 

efficient centralized control (Avram, 2003: 60). The Constitution of 

1876, which was in action only two years, emphasized the 

development and the application of the idea of “Ottomatism”, the 

article no. 8 stipulating the principle that “all the citizens who are 
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subject to the Ottoman Empire, irrespective of the religion or sect 

they belong to, are called, without exception, osmanlî (Ottomans – our 

note)” (Mehmet, 1976: 341). 

 Despite all the serious territorial losses especially in Europe, at 

the crossing point between the centuries (19th-20th), the Ottoman 

Empire was still an important power, though the whole rule of Abdul 

Hamid II was marked by a series of military and diplomatic disasters. 

He was compelled to wage war with the Balkan states and with 

Russia during the first year after his taking the power. These events 

influenced his attitude towards powers and towards the people 

around him. 

 On 23 December 1876, the debates of the Conference in 

Constantinople began, for the purpose of discussing the new crisis of 

the “Oriental issue”, debates in which the Porte had accepted to 

participate so that it should avoid an interference with its internal 

affairs.  

The Porte was faced with the great European powers’ 

proposals which referred to the dismemberment of the Empire by 

diplomatic means, the introduction of administrative, fiscal, military 

and judicial measures for the regions Bosnia, Herzegovina, Bulgaria, 

among which the designation of Christian governors for various 

periods of time and the making up of mixed commissions with the 

participation of the foreign powers, proposals that would have 

“totally annulled the prestige and sovereignty, the honesty and 

honour of our state” (Türkgeldi, 1957: 12). Consequently, the Porte 

chose to turn down those proposals assuming the risk of war. Putting 

forward the fact that “the refusal of the proposals compels us to take 

arms”, Russia declared war on the Porte on 12/24 April 1877. Being 

sure of Austria-Hungary’s neutrality in exchange for the annexation 

of Bosnia and Herzegovina, as well as of Romania’s support through 

concluding a convention for the Russian army’s passing through 

Romanian territory to the south of the Danube (14/26 April), Russia 

took advantage of this situation and tried to consolidate its political 

influence in the Balkans, shattered after the Crimean war. 
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 The bombardment of the Romanian towns near the Danube 

by the Ottoman artillery set off the state of war between Romania and 

Turkey and on 10 May 1877 the Principality of Romania, officially 

under the Ottoman suzerainty, declared its independence. The 

conquest of the redoubts Griviţa I, Griviţa II and Opanez by the 

Romanian troops, as well as the fall of Plevna produced general panic 

among the Turkish political people and diplomats because this 

opened the allies the way to Constantinople. Some people proposed 

the government’s moving to the Asiatic shore of the Bosporus, other 

considered the moving of the capital to Gallipoli, while another 

group hoped for England and France’s help in exchange for the 

cession of the islands of Crete and Cyprus to the English and Egypt to 

the French, in order to preserve the regions called “the Ottoman 

Europe” (Türkgeldi, 1957: 36, 300). But, under the circumstances, the 

sacrificing of Egypt was unacceptable, for which reason the only way 

out of this situation was the acceptance of all of Russia’s peace 

proposals. 

 The peace negotiations started with the truce of Adrianople 

and ended with the concluding of the Peace Treaty of San Stefano, 

signed on 3 March 1878, which represented “a really complete 

submission” of the Ottoman Empire, a fact that alarmed England and 

Austria-Hungary (Mehmet, 1976: 349). On the pretext of the 

infringement of the clauses in the Paris Treaty (1856) and London 

Convention (1871), the great western powers decided to organize the 

Congress in Berlin in order to manage to modify for their benefit a 

series of provisions of San Stefano Treaty. 

 The Congress of Berlin (15 June–13 July 1878) brought 

together the main European powers of that time – Germany, Great 

Britain, Austria-Hungary, France, Italy and Russia and the 

representatives of the Ottoman Empire. Romania was invited to the 

Congress in Berlin, but its representatives had only the right to make 

a declaration during the proceedings. The congress marked the 

settling of the conflict between the Tsar’s Empire and the Ottoman 

one (1877-1878), having as main aim the Balkan states reorganization. 

It was Otto von Bismarck who tried to restore the balance between 
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the divergent interests – in this area – of the three great empires: 

British, Austro- Hungarian and Russian. The western powers were 

dissatisfied with the fact that, through the stipulations of the 

Russian–Turkish treaty of San Stefano, the Tsar’s Empire had 

obtained a too large influence in the Eastern Europe. In contrast with 

the Russian–Turkish treaty, which specified the creation of an 

autonomous Bulgaria, that was actually and outpost of the Russians’ 

interests in the Straits area, as well the Russian’s right to intervene in 

all the affairs of the Christians in the Ottoman Empire, through Berlin 

Treaty the autonomous Principality of Bulgaria was diminished, by 

establishing the autonomous province Rumelia led by a Christian 

governor, appointed by the Porte. Austria-Hungary got the 

administration of Bosnia and Herzegovina, while England received 

the island of Cyprus, as a result of an agreement with Turkey. 

Regarding the Romanian state, the provisions of San Stefano treaty 

were maintained. They recognized the independence of Romania and 

gave back to it Dobrogea, the Danube Delta and the Snakes’ Island, 

but offered Russia the south of Basarabia (the counties of Cahul, 

Ismail and Bolgrad) (Oțetea, 1970: 432). 

 The decisions of the Berlin Congress in 1878 largely reduced 

the extent of the Ottoman territories in the Balkan Peninsula, 

confirming the process of political disintegration of the Ottoman 

Empire. But, as concerns the Balkan area, the flagrant breach of the 

Balkan peoples’ interests by the great powers continued to maintain 

the acute conflicts of this area.  

The end of the revolutionary epoch and the setting up of 

national regimes had not led to diminishing the seriousness of the 

problems of the Balkan social and economic life. In certain areas, the 

difficulties of the national liberty put into shade those of 

subordination to the Ottoman Empire. The major problem was the 

financial one, because the independent states were forced to bear the 

burden of the expenses for defence, internal administration and 

diplomatic representations which formerly were met by the Porte. 

Even if the Balkan regimes did not always function efficiently, at least 

progressive governmental institution had been introduced which 
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could serve as basis for a future improvement of the situation. There 

were national administrative systems which covered the area of the 

whole nation and provided safety and police services. 

After 1878, the most part of the Balkan states enjoyed real 

liberty of action. The great powers could still force them to submit to 

their dictates, but the small nations sometimes managed to take 

advantage of the mutual envies and rivalries between the European 

governments. Apart from instituting the independent regimes, the 

Balkan state carried out the great transition from what was an 

Oriental or Ottoman way of life to one based on European models. 

This change occurred especially at the superior levels of the national 

life, radically changing along the century not only the international 

relations, the diplomatic methods and proceedings, but also the social 

structure, the property structure and, to a certain extent, mentalities. 

The rulers of the Balkan states became more and more familiar with 

the Western Europe and the elite began to wish that their capital 

cities look like Paris, Vienna and London etc. 

By creating the independent states, the revolutionary principle 

of nationalities triumphed over the imperial one, at least in the case of 

the Ottoman Empire. But the nationalities principle was 

contaminated, especially in the south-eastern area of Europe, by the 

idea that the continuous development of a nation depended on 

possessing certain territories. The developing nations became marred 

by the habits of the former imperial conquerors. The Balkan society 

originated in the rural environment. Both the liberal and the 

democratic institutions were introduced progressively in the new 

states which determined the great majority of population made up of 

peasantry to get involved in the functioning of their social 

organization. The Balkan states would not have come into existence 

without the peasantry’s revolutionary potential. After being set up, 

the states directed this potential to the performing of the national 

programmes, trying to exploit the discontent of the peasants from the 

other side of the imperial boundaries (Avram, 2003:  65).  

Thus, the Balkans reached the highest level of their 

development within the limits of an old European political 
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organization originating in 1815 and of its evolution as a consequence 

of the Oriental issue. The gradual decline of the Ottoman Empire as 

well as the divergent interests of the great powers favoured the 

struggle for national emancipation in the area. Still, at the beginning 

of the World War I, the Balkan nations had not yet settled their 

territorial problems. 
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Abstract 

By his activity, Doctor Aureliu Metzulescu (1873-1948) 

contributed to the development of the Romanian medical system 

from the first half of the 20th century. 

The great scientific accomplishment of Doctor Metzulescu, 

which brought him national and international recognition and 

reputation, was the introduction of certain methods of seroteraphy 

in the treatment of infectious diseases, i.e. scarlet fever, because he 

obtained remarkable results by applying them.    

Key words: Aureliu Metzulescu, treatment, seroteraphy, scarlet 

fever, infectious diseases, Craiova. 

 

Doctor Aureliu Metzulescu was born on 18th September 1873 in 

Craiova. He attended the primary, secondary school and high school 

in the same city and in 1891 he graduated the baccalaureate at Carol I 

High School. During 1891-1897, he was a student at The Faculty of 

Medicine within the University of Bucharest and in 1897 he was 

awarded the title of doctor in medicine. 

 He climbed the medical scale by attending competitions. In 

1900 he was doctor of the middle administrative class in Olt County. 

After graduating the exam for city and hospital doctors, he worked as 

a doctor in Craiova, during 30th October 1900-16th March 1906. He 

became MD after graduating the exam for vacant permanent 

positions offered for doctors in cities, rural area hospitals, county 

hospitals and first class prisons. The exam took place at the Health 

D 
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Service of the Ministry of Internal Affairs and was confirmed by The 

Superior Health Council. During 1906-1935, he was MD at the 

Hospital for Infectious Diseases and after that he was honour MD at 

the Dr. A. Metzulescu Hospital for Tuberculosis, a health unit which 

he created and administered (Leferman, 2005: 206). 

The situation of infectious diseases in the first decades of the 

20th century was difficult in Romania because the measures for 

preventing them were neglected and those who became ill did not 

follow the prescribed diet, this leading to serious complications, 

many of them presenting to the doctor too late. During that period a 

treatment against infections had not been found yet. However, 

people responded to preventive vaccination and to specific 

serotherapy, although they had been used for a short period of time 

and they lacked a clear, scientific methodology (Dinu, 2014: 216). 

The great scientific accomplishment of Doctor Metzulescu, 

which brought him national and international recognition and 

reputation, was the introduction of certain methods of serotherapy in 

the treatment of infectious diseases, because he obtained remarkable 

results in applying them. Metzulescu considered that the only 

antidote that could lead to the destruction of scarlet fever in the 

future was mandatory vaccination, as in the case of smallpox 

(Metzulescu, 1925: 128-132). 

The Romanian Academy appreciated his original contribution 

to combating infectious diseases and awarded him the Ph.D. Victor 

Babes prize, on 13th May 1928, consisting of 10000 lei, for the 

paperwork about the treatment of serious scarlet fever. The 

rapporteur for awarding the prize was the great scientist Doctor 

Gheorghe Marinescu. 

Wanting to encourage the scientific works on combating 

infectious diseases, he donated the sum of 10000 lei, from his own 

funds, to create a Metzulescu fund, from which the Romanian 

Academy could award the works contributing to the struggle against 

infectious diseases. Moreover, he donated the entire sum received as 

an award for building a monument in honour of Doctor Victor Babeş 

(Olaru, 1983: 223). 
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Besides this, he also published the following works: A Few 

Thoughts on Cholera of 1913, Craiova, 1914; A Few Thoughts on Scarlet 

Fever and its Prophylactic Treatment by Iodine Tincture, in 1914, The Map 

of Tuberculosis in Craiova (1908); The Treatment of Viper Bite (Dinu, 

2014: 217). 

In November 1929, the expert of the Society of Nations, Doctor 

D. Mackensie, visited the Hospital for Infectious Diseases because he 

was interested in the treatment of scarlet fever. Then, on 19th 

November 1929, doctor Mackensie wrote from Zagreb to doctor 

Metzulescu and told him that he had visited the Hospital for 

Infectious Diseases in Belgrade where he saw serious cases of scarlet 

fever: “I talked to the doctor in charge of these cases about the 

method you are using and I underlined the importance of using the 

convalescent serum. This made him very interested and I also 

promised him I would write to you and ask you to send  him one or 

two copies of  the little brochure about the treatment of scarlet fever 

by convalescent serum, which you so kindly offered to me”(Olaru, 

1983: 224). Afterwards, Doctor Mackensie told him that he had 

recommended Doctor Ilici to come to Romania in order to see how 

the convalescent serum treatment is applied (Dinu, 2014: 218). 

 After the inspection at the Hospital for Infectious Diseases in 

Craiova in 1929, conclusions were drawn and the Ministry of Health 

awarded the superior and the inferior personnel of the hospital, 

represented by Doctor Aureliu Metzulescu, Doctor Vulcanescu, sub- 

surgeons Mosoiu and Panoiu, supervisor Demetrian, midwife Voica 

and a nurse, the Healthcare Merit medal, but doctor Metzulescu gave 

up any reward. Among the people who participated and spoke at the 

solemn ceremony, there were doctor Charles Laugier, Doctor T. 

Voiculescu and Doctor Aureliu Metzulescu.  

 As a token of appreciation for his therapeutic initiatives, 

Doctor Metzulescu and the city of Craiova had the honour of 

organising the first National Congress on Infectious Diseases, which 

took place on 27th and 28th October 1934, under the patronage of the 

Ministry of Health and local authorities, having as guests academic 

professors of specialty from the three faculties of medicine in 
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Romania. The session was opened by doctor Constantinescu, taking 

place at the National Theatre. After the minister’s speech, Doctor 

Metzulescu followed, as president of the Organization Committee, 

and then professors Ionescu-Mihaiesti, Balteanu, Gavrila, 

spokespersons from the faculties of medicine. Doctor Mironescu, 

PhD. Ciuca, PhD. Combiescu, Doctor Alexandru Plevianu, Doctor 

Stefan Atanasiu, Doctor Bazgan (Chisinau), Doctor V. Daschievici 

(Alba-Iulia), Doctor V. Vasilescu (Constanta) and many others 

followed afterwards. Throughout the Congress, organisational 

problems as well as matters regarding prevention and treatment of 

exanthemata typhus, diphtheria, diphtheria-caused paralysis, 

vaccination against smallpox and diphtheria, roentgen therapy of the 

diphtheroids tonsils, autohemotherapy of the exanthemata typhus 

(Metzulescu) and other matters were debated. On this occasion, the 

Ministry of Health and the participants at the Congress visited the 

hospitals in Craiova. The works presented in the session were 

published in a volume (Olaru, 1983: 225). 

 Regarding the medical assistance in the rural area, Doctor 

Metzulescu suggested a series of real solutions that were published in 

the local newspapers and in Bucharest. Le Progrés, the official 

newspaper of the Averescan Party, published in French, on 17th and 

21st March 1926, large parts from the statements of doctor Aureliu 

Metzulescu on major public health matters, his opinions regarding 

social diseases like tuberculosis, syphilis, alcoholism, marsh fever and 

infectious diseases in Romania, indicating solutions for improving the 

deficiencies in the organization of health assistance: building health 

centres in every village, with a drugstore and instruments for 

emergencies like work accidents (Dinu, 2014: 219).  

He also recommended that in every county centre there 

should be: a hospital with 100 beds,  having two sections, one for 

surgery and the other for internal diseases, a hospital for infectious 

diseases with a lab and isolation rooms, some portable 

(dismountable) hospitals for 100 sick people, which could be used in 

the county where outbreaks would appear, rural hospitals with 20 

beds each, that would be used for several villages, as well as clinics 
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for infectious diseases in the three academic centres. In these notes, 

Doctor Metzulescu also sustained the foundation of faculties and 

schools of medicine that may train doctors from rural areas, as well as 

founding schools for sanitary agents and midwives, county schools 

for social sisters to learn about the rearing of children in the rural 

area, building homes for the doctors in the area, adopting health 

measures for preventing infectious diseases in harbours and at the 

borders, monopoly on alcohol and its prohibition on the Romanian 

territory (Olaru, 1983: 226-227). Therefore, Doctor Metzulescu 

thought of a complex health programme for improving the health 

organisation of the country. 

 He returned to these issues in the monthly paper “The New 

Line”, which appeared in Bucharest between November-December 

1933, this time with statistics concerning all these issues. Thus, in his 

article The Health Politics, he pointed out the major problems of the 

public health: the birth rate and infant death rate, suggesting 

improving measures, like the settlement of the doctors in the rural 

area, reorganising districts, building health centres, etc. (Dinu, 2014: 

220). 

 In his article entitled The Struggle against Tuberculosis, 

published in Bucharest in the newspaper “The Amendment” on 24th 

August 1927, he debated the issue regarding this disease and proved 

that of 600,000 people sick of tuberculosis 60,000 died annually. To 

fight this disease, Doctor Metzulescu and Doctor Charles Laugier 

proposed the isolation of the sick and mass vaccination of the new 

born babies with BCG (Dinu, 2014: 294). He was against 

hospitalization of  contagious patients in mixed hospitals and in 

hospitals for internal diseases, because of the great risk of 

contamination and he considered that it was extremely important to 

build hospitals for the patients suffering from tuberculosis, therefore 

he founded the Hospital for Tuberculosis in Craiova, which bore his 

name (Canciulescu, 1964: 225). 

 In November 1940, he presented an essay entitled How History 

Is Written (related to the BCG vaccination) to the History of Medicine 

Romanian Society and in May 1941, at the Medico-Pharmaceutical 
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Circle Craiova, he presented Tracking Tuberculosis by intradermo 

reaction in secondary schools in Craiova, which proves his 

permanent preoccupation with fighting this disease (Laugier & 

Metzulescu, 1922: 385-388). 

At the 30th celebration of the foundation of the Medical-

Pharmaceutical Circle, Doctor Metzulescu was elected president of 

this scientific society in 1932 and, as president, he made several 

proposals like: inviting professors from Bucharest and Cluj, who 

could lecture to doctors about social diseases and the latest scientific 

discoveries within training sessions. He asked the members of the 

Circle to travel to different rural centres, on Sundays and at holidays, 

to lecture on social diseases, hygiene and to offer free consultation to 

the villagers. 

 Moreover, he recommended that doctors should take five or 

six days scientific trips to academic centres, during their leave of 

absence, where they could participate at lectures, like the conferences 

held by PhD. Stefan Nicolau and PhD. D. Paulian, in order to update 

their knowledge with the newest scientific information and to 

examine the most interesting hospitalized cases. 

On 25th May 1929, during the debate, Doctor Aureliu 

Metzulescu and Doctors Charles Laugier, Baculescu, Canciulescu, 

Bianu and Titeica were among the initiators of creating the University 

of Craiova. Actually, founding this cultural superior location was an 

old dream of the doctors and scientists from this city. 

In 1939 he was elected president of the Craiova Branch of the 

Temperance League and in 1943 he was elected manager of the 

Hospital for Infectious Diseases (Olaru, 1983: 227), a position which 

he occupied until the end of his life, in 1948. 

 In conclusion, we might say that doctor Aureliu Metzulescu 

was a complex personality of his native urban place, to which he gave 

his entire intellectual energy, 45 years of permanent activity, engaged 

in fighting against infectious diseases and in numerous social and 

cultural actions. 
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Abstract 

In the traditional societies, the space is perceived as a symbolic 

space, in tight connection with individual happenings and facts. 

For the traditional man, who is a homo religiosus, the sacred space is 

the only real one, the belonging to this space being fundamental 

for him. In the mythological conscience of the Romanians, the 

sacred spaces are those where many hierophanies take place. But a 

sacred space is also represented by the land of a village, on which 

different other parts are considered sacred as well, such as the 

precincts of the village, the graves of the forefathers, the 

boundaries or the crossroads. A special significance has the space 

around the house, or other sacred points, as the roadside 

crucifixes, the wells, the sacred trees. 

Key words: traditional mindset, hypostases of space, symbolism, 

sacred space, popular beliefs. 

 

The traditional man, who is a homo religiosus, lives in an “open” 

Cosmos in which, by relating to it, he gained his position in the 

Universe. Therefore, he is considered to be a micro-cosmos, namely a 

part of the gods’ creation, his entire life being connected to the cosmic 

life.  

The sacred and the profane define the religious man. They 

represent “two modalities of existence in the World”, according to 

Mircea Eliade (Eliade, 2005: 15). These are actually determined by the 

C 
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different positions that the man obtained in the Cosmos. Every time 

and everywhere, the human spirit has understood the sacred and the 

profane as separate fields, two completely distinctive worlds, “the 

energies that manifest in one of them not appearing into the other, on 

a different level of manifestation: they are profoundly distinct” 

(Durkheim, 1995: 47).  

The way in which the sacred manifests represents essentially “a 

withdrawal from the profane” and it is called by Mircea Eliade 

hierophany (Eliade, 2005: 13), such is the manifestation of something 

extremely different, of a reality that is not a part of our world, in the 

things that belong to this world, a “natural” and “profane” world. 

The sacred manifests in objects and beings (from a rock, a cliff, a tree, 

a piece of wood, a house, a word, to the supreme hierophany that is, 

for the Christian, the embodiment of God into Jesus Christ), which 

become something different, undergoing a transmutation, but still 

remaining themselves religious, as they continue to be a part of their 

cosmic environment. On the occasion of the religious experience, the 

hierophany transforms the profane into Sacred. 

Roger Caillois asserts that the sacred represents “a category of 

sensibility”, which the religious attitude relies on (Caillois, 1983: 11). 

In his work entitled “L' home et le Sacré”, the author talks about the 

ambiguity of the sacred, underlining the fact that it generates, in the 

same time, attraction and fear, fascination and terror, it is pure and 

impure, saint and tainted, and what is even more frightening for the 

man is “le mélange” (Caillois, 1983: 47-48). 

The world of the sacred is, by definition, a special world, a 

field of dangerous and forbidden. As opposing to the Sacred, the 

world of the profane is that of the daily life, of the gestures that do 

not require prudence. But, altogether, the sacred and the profane are 

only apparently situated in opposable, nevertheless being in a 

permanent relation of inter-conditioning (Suiogan, 2007: 14). In the 

world of the Sacred and that of the profane, there is instituted a 

rather difficult relation, because it involves cautiousness and 

initiation. It is possible to the extent to which the profane is shaped, 

loses certain features and becomes, to a specific point, sacred in itself. 
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Further on, we are going to display few of the aspects that regard the 

space, as portrayed in the traditional Romanian culture. 

For the traditional man, which is, as we have mentioned, a homo 

religious, the space, one of the four “mythical ontology categories” 

without which the content, the extension and the value of other 

categories cannot be explained (Vulcănescu, 1985: 15), lacks 

homogeneity. It its entire aspect, it presents discontinuances that 

determine qualitative differences between the different component 

parts of its entireness. Therefore, there is a sacred space, such as a 

“strong”, significant one, for other amorphous spaces that lacks 

structure and consistence (Eliade, 2005: 19). The religious man 

separates the sacred space, the only one that bears an existential value 

for him, by the rest of the space that surrounds him. Unlike the 

religious thinking, for the profane experience, the space is 

homogenous, without having qualitative differences in its structure. 

It is a neutral space, made of many “places” in which each individual 

carries on their daily activity.  

In order to understand the lack of homogeneity of the space, 

we are going to mention again an example that Mircea Eliade 

mentions in his work “The Sacred and the Profane”: “For the 

religious man, the church is a part of a different space from the street 

where he lives. The door that opens towards the interior of the church 

marks a breaking off. The threshold that cleaves the two spaces 

shows, in the same time, the distance between the two ways of the 

existence, the profane and the religious one. The threshold is always 

the boundary that differentiates and divides two worlds and the 

paradox spot of communication between them, the point where the 

passing from the profane world to the sacred world is allowed” 

(Eliade, 2005: 22). Similar to the church threshold, that of the human 

dwelling place has a special significance too. In this place it is 

possible to pass from one state to the other, from an unknown and 

mysterious world, to the familiar one.  

For the religious man, the sacred spaces are the only ones 

considered real, which are individualised and separated along some 

chaotic, unfamiliar spaces. Different from the profane space, the 
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sacred one, “perfectly structured, «centred», «con-centred», is 

constituted as a level rupture that enables the communication with 

trans-mundane, transcendent realities” (Tonoiu, 1989: 336). This 

rupture, produced in the homogenous universe, reveals “the fixed 

point”, the central axis of the ulterior orientation, a Centre in the 

profane world.  

The fixed point allows the creation of the world, because, as 

Mircea Eliade notes, “nothing can start, nothing can be done without 

previous orientation, and any kind of orientation implies the gaining 

of a fixed point. …. In order to live in the World, you first have to 

found it, and no world is born from the «chaos» of the profane space, 

which is homogenous and relative. The discovery or the projection of 

a fixed point – «the Centre» – is similar to the Creation of the World” 

(Eliade, 2005: 20). Consequently, the fixed point implies a start, the 

constituting of the World.  

From here, it emerges the desire of man to situate himself in 

the Centre of the Wold, and because the creation of the Wold started 

in a Centre, the creation of the man cannot take place elsewhere, but 

in the same real spot, where it is possible to communicate with the 

cosmic levels, with the gods. In the Mesopotamian tradition, as 

Mircea Eliade observed, the man was created “in the centre of the 

earth”, in UZU (meat) SAR (connection) KI (place, ground), in the 

same place where there is a connection between the Sky and the Earth 

(Dur-an-ki) (Eliade, 1992: 346). 

By reducing the mythical space to a smaller dimensioned 

Cosmos in the folklore of each mythology, it is represented by the 

autochthonous ground. The mythical space is created and recreated 

though the activity of some sacred beings, though hierophanies, or 

different ceremonies and rites. The discovery of the sacred space is 

possible due to certain signs which are characteristic to it, as a place 

in which significant manifestations occurred, which were perceived 

as mythical. Nonetheless, in an equal extent, the space can also be 

consecrated by the human being, thorough ritual means, signifying 

that it is imagined as a place of purification for the establishment of a 

contact with the divinity. 
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For R. Vulcănescu, the saying “the man consecrates the place” 

does not remove the order of the archetypal sacralisation of the space, 

through the instauration of the neo-typical sacralisations (Vulcănescu, 

1985: 16). In the mythological conscience of the Romanian people, the 

sacralisation is also a divine work. “The man, being the supreme 

creation, endowed with the ability to understand the world and the 

life, is the recipient in which the twin divinities put something: the 

Devil put the clay, from which he was modelled, and the God placed 

the Spirit that put him in clay, changing his destiny in this way” 

(Vulcănescu, 1985: 16). 

In the mythological conscience of the Romanians, the sacred 

spaces are those where the hierophanies took place, along with the 

places where the Devil and the God travelled on earth, those where 

certain saints arrived (St. George, St. Elijah etc.), the spots where there 

is the cosmic tree or its derivatives (the tree of sky and the tree of life), 

or where there is the pillar of the sky, or its substitutes, along with the 

symbolic representations of the sky pillar (the grave or the road 

crucifixes etc.) (Vulcănescu, 1972: 86 ff).  

Although the sacred space owns a hierophanic form that 

consecrates it, separating it by the wideness of the profane and 

homogenous surrounding space, sometimes, the sacredness of the 

place cannot be unravelled by a random sign. Here it is a significant 

example, presented by René Basset: “The legends say that the 

sorcerer, who founded El-Hemel at the end of the 16th century, 

stopped for the night next to a spring and thrust a stick into the 

ground. The next day he wanted to take his stick and go on his way, 

but he noticed that it got roots and sprang. Being aware of God’s will, 

he decided to settle down in that place” (Basset, 1907: 287, cited by 

Eliade, 2005: 23-24). 

Actually, the sacred place is only discovered by the man, it is 

not chosen by him. Where there is no sing to point in no direction, he 

resorts to different traditional practices to make it emerge. For 

example, the choice of the spot for the future house that has to be on a 

“clean” place was usually done after a ritual hunting. The traditional 

man would use animals, which would discover the favourable place, 
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this activity being started from the idea that it is not the man who 

confers the place auspicious features for the dwelling, but that they 

pre-exist, and they have to be discovered. It is also well-known that 

the determination of the place favourable for the construction was 

done with the help of the cattle. They used to be freed during the 

night, and the place where they would sleep was considered an 

appropriate place for dwelling (Taloş, 1973: 76). 

Most of the times, for the determination of the “cleanness” of 

the spot, the traditional man would resort to magical practices, done 

with the help of religious objects. For example, a cross was thrown 

upwards, and the place where it fell “standing” was the chosen one; 

in other cases, they would go with the Psalter to the place desired for 

the building and it was open three times; the place was chosen only if 

the Psalter would open at a good psalm (Taloş, 1968: 235). 

In the traditional mentality, the space was understood as a 

“place”, a concrete, organic and living spot, with certain features, 

which creates an individualisation and a great variety for it. Ernest 

Bernea notes that “in the popular conception the space appears in a 

multitude of shapes and meanings, bearing great potential that is 

continually actualised, often in an unpredictable manner. This space, 

indestructibly connected to the real and concrete world, cannot be 

regarded as abstract, but as a real vital substance” (Bernea, 1985: 100). 

It is crossed everywhere by active spiritual beings that imprint a 

specific quality: “The space is a phenomenon that belongs both to the 

natural and the spiritual world” (Bernea, 1997: 113). 

The space seen by the Romanian peasant expresses itself 

thorough the features that belong to it, and much less through 

surfaces or lengths, being, nevertheless, a qualitative space. Taking 

into account his aspect, the man of the traditional village carries on 

his activities according to these essential characteristics of the space. 

There are a lot of ritual practices and customs that evidence the 

boundaries and realise the safe passing from one place to another, 

without the implication of major risks.  

The space and the time are defined as “two coordinates that 

subordinate the human existence” (Ştiucă, 2001: 29), as two 
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dimensions of our world that cannot exist one without the other. A 

qualitative space participates actively to whatever happens inside it. 

Through its nature and attributes, the space can influence the 

condition of the individual, but, to the same extent, the community 

too. Not every spot is appropriate for the carrying out of a ritual act. 

According to the popular belief, there is a good place and a bad place. 

The first is beneficial for the human, and the other generates evil. The 

features of the place close to the house are different from those near 

the boundaries, those in the yard from those in the field, by the 

quality of the place next to a fountain or a crossroads.   

Therefore, the differential aspects of the traditional village 

space are obvious, each place being a concrete reality, defined 

through its specific qualities. The traditional man thinks and acts 

according to these characteristics. The throwing away of the new 

born bathing water is done on a “clean spot”, usually on the root of a 

tree or in the garden, the umbilical cord and the child’s “house” 

(placenta) are also buried in a clean spot, or under the threshold, the 

married couple is met by the in-laws and the God-parents on the 

threshold.  

In the category of the way in which the traditional man 

regards the space, and especially the qualitative space, a special 

consideration is given to the land surrounding the village, on which 

different other parts are considered sacred as well, such as the 

precincts of the village, the graves of the forefathers, the boundaries 

or the crossroads. The boundaries are spots that, in the traditional 

man’s mentality, mark the limit between the known world, a world 

which he spiritually belongs to, and unknown spots, where different 

magical-religious acts take place: of defending against the wraiths, 

against the natural phenomena, harmful for the harvest, ritual 

ceremonies for the banishment of the people who infringe “the law of 

the country”, of healing the children who suffer from different 

diseases, especially epilepsy, through their symbolic selling “over the 

borders”. Here is the place where it is performed the head-by-the-

furrow oath, some ritual customs related to the household being done 
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with earth taken from the four cardinal points of the village 

boundary.  

A special signification has the sacred space of the house. As 

much as the temple or the citadel, the house is the centre of the world 

for the people who live in it, is a good and fruit-bearing place, with 

specific qualities. As Romulus Vulcănescu remarks, “For the 

Romanians, the house has become the microcosmic centre of their 

magical-mythical spiritual activity, in which it is reflected the 

organisation of the entire macro-cosmos. It is the sacred spot where 

the autochthonous was born, as his forefathers before, where he lives, 

facing all the life difficulties, the aspirations, the dreams, the customs 

and the traditions of his kin, in which he will eventually pass away” 

(Vulcănescu, 1985: 452). 

In the traditional world, to build a house is similar to building 

a sacred place, where the entire life of the family will be carried out, 

where there are symbolically reunited generations of people 

(children, parents, grandparents, great-grandparents). Essentially, the 

house “represents” the world. It is not only a material form, but also 

the place where the tradition is preserved the best, the place where a 

significant part of the customs, from an individual’s life, take place 

(the “passing” rites directly related to the cycle of life, the calendar 

customs and all the others that aim at the human being). 

Both inside and outside, the traditional house reunites several 

sacred spaces: the hearth, the threshold, the doors and the windows.  

A place with specific qualities, significant for the traditional man, is 

the hearth, considered by all the Indo-European peoples a sacred 

space to which numerous beliefs, practice and customs are related. It 

is perceived as a symbol or a steadfast pillar, a domestic shrine, a 

convergent spot between the intern space and the dwelling one. A 

symbol of permanence, the hearth also expresses “the materialisation 

of the divine spirit”, “a sanctuary, upon which the Holly protection is 

invoked” (Chevalier & Gheerbrant, 1993: 273).  

The hearth was described as “a place that concentrates a lot of 

household activities, along with the most suitable measures, meant to 

assure the continuity of the kin, the material and spiritual comfort of 
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the family nucleus, the harmonisation of the relations inside the 

wider space of the community, the obtaining of the forefathers 

blessing, material fulfilment, especially prosperity on all the 

existential levels” (Bratiloveanu-Popilian, 2004 - extract). Around the 

fireplace, the entire quotidian life would gravitate. In our traditional 

village, the women would give birth near or on the hearth, and the 

new-born was also placed on it, where they used to be kept for three 

days, until the arrival of the faith-fairies. The hearth is the place 

where the bride, looking upwards, would pray for divine blessing. 

When singing carols in the villages in the south of Oltenia, “few of 

the carolling people – called piţărăi in Mehedinţi County – stir the fire 

with the help of the carols…until the sparks appear, then they touch 

the ceiling or the girder” (Ilin-Grozoiu, 2013: 23), and this was also 

the place where the unmarried girls would find their husband, by 

throwing wheat seeds in the fire (Enache, 2001: 25). 

The windows, the doors, the thresholds, the eaves of the 

houses are not just architectural elements, they become open 

elements towards the exterior that have to be protected against the 

hostile forces. This is precisely the function that the symbols from 

their decoration gain (sun, cross, snake, horse head) and, along with 

the threshold, they play a complex part in the passing rites (for the 

part played by these during the birth and death ceremonies, see 

Ceauşescu, 2014: 183-188; Ilin-Grozoiu, 2014: 283-312; Ilin-Grozoiu, 

2015 (in press)). 

Hence, the space, as it is perceived by the man of the 

traditional societies, is a complex, homogeneous space, with 

qualitative differences in its structure. There are sacred spaces, those 

places with specific qualities, beneficial for the human, and the 

profane spaces. The space participates actively in whatever happens 

inside it, its specific features being able to influence the condition of 

the individual. 
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Abstract 

In this article, we bring into discussion some etymological and 

diachronic facts about the degree words cât/atât in Romanian 

(cât/câţi ‘how-much/how-many’ and atât/atâţi ‘that/so-much/ 

that/so-many’), about their origin and use. We analyse their 

distribution in correlative constructions and relative clauses with 

an amount interpretation, starting with Old Romanian texts. These 

facts are intended to shed light on the distribution of cât and atât, 

especially in constructions in which cât is used with its correlate 

atât. These correlations originate in Latin comparative/correlative 

constructions with quantus ... tantus/tantus ... quantus. 

Etimologically, cât was claimed to have derived from the Latin 

word quantus? ('cât de mare? ”how of big”), a corelative of tantus 

(atât ”that much; so much”), which replaced quotus? (cât? ”how 

much?”).  The other Romance languages kept the unique Latin 

etimology, so we have in Italian and in Portugese quanto/tanto and 

in Spanish cuanto/(a)tanto. As mentioned above, in Latin, the 

pronoun quantus was mainly used in correlative (comparative) 

constructions and the same distribution can be observed in older 

Romanian texts (16th-17th century) or in the 18th and 19th century 

writings, since cât was mainly used in correlative constructions 

that typically consist of a free relative introduced by cât and the 

main clause that contains the correlate, which varies from iară 

O 
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(‘and’), aşa (‘so much’, ‘that much’) and cât (‘how much’), to the 

more common atât (‘that much’). 

Key words: linguistics, etymology, degree words, correlative 

constructions, relative clauses. 

 

Introduction 

In Romanian, the degree words cât (and its inflected forms 

for number/gender/case câtă ‘how muchFsg’, câţi ‘how muchMpl’, 

câte ‘how muchFpl’, câtora ‘how muchGenpl’) and atât (and atăta 

‘that/so muchFsg’, atâţia ‘that/so manyMpl’, atâtea ‘that/so manyFpl’, 

atâtora ‘that/so manyGenpl’) are used in degree constructions, 

correlative constructions, in interrogative clauses and in relative 

clauses with an amount interpretation. For a better understanding 

of their distribution, we will briefly discuss some facts about their 

etymology and their use in Latin comparative constructions and 

subsequently in old and contemporary Romanian.  

 

1. Brief etymological remarks 

Etymologically, cât was claimed to have derived from the 

Latin word quantus? (meaning 'cât de mare? ‘how of big’), a 

correlative of tantus (meaning atât ‘that much; so much’), which 

replaced quotus? ‘cât?/how much?’ (Ciorănescu, 2001: 204; 

Vinereanu, 2008: 207, Reinheimer-Rîpeanu, 2001: 176 ). Ciorănescu 

(2001: 204), as well as other Romanian linguists (Procopovici, 

Puşcariu a.o) claimed that the result of such an etymology would 

have been the word *cânt, not cât. Therefore, in order to avoid such 

difficulty, it was proposed that cât was formed by the 

contamination of quantus with quotus (Pană-Dindelegan, 2013: 

493).  

In Dicţionarul limbii române [Dictionary of Romanian] 

(DLR, 1940), cât is considered to be the result of the merger 

between three distinct words, not two, as previously mentioned: 

Lat. quantus, -a, -um; Lat. quotus, -a, -um and Lat. pop. cata (< 

Greek). The merger had been so strong that it was almost 

impossible to distinguish the three words, which also influenced 

the form. For instance, from quantus derives cânt (still kept in the 
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Aromanian word nişcânt, which lost the n under the influence of 

cât < quotus and *cătă< cata). This word attracted the formative 

*tăt derived from Lat. tantus, whose n is still kept in the 

Aromanian word ahăntu, but it was dropped in Rom. atât ‘that 

much’. 

As a generalisation, the word cât has an interesting 

distribution based on its complex meaning, derived from the 

merger of the three formatives. Hence: 

- Quantity meaning → Lat. quantus, used in correlation with 

atât; 

- Distributive meaning → Lat. pop. cata. Ex.: câte unul, câte doi 

etc. 

- Enumerative meaning → Lat. quotus, used especially in 

correlation with tot ‘all’. 

However, the other Romance languages kept the unique 

Latin etymology, so we have in Italian and in Portugese quanto 

and in Spanish cuanto. We illustrate this with examples from 

Romanian, Italian, Spanish and Portugese (apud. Reinheimer-

Rîpeanu, 2001:176). 

 

(1) a. Rom. (Toți) câți îl cunosc îl admiră. 

(Everybody) how-many himCL.know himCL. admire 

'Everybody that knows him admires him'.  

b.  It. (Tutti) quanti lo conoscono lo ammirano. 

c.  Sp. (Todos) cuantos lo conocen le admiran. 

d. Port. (Todos) quantos o conhecem admiram-no. 

 

The pronoun quantus was not kept in modern French, 

despite having many uses in Old French. Thus, there is no relative 

pronoun equivalent to cât derived from the Latin quantus in 

French, only the French interrogative pronoun combien? (‘how 

many/how much’) (Reinheimer-Rîpeanu, 2001: 177). 

On the other hand, atât expresses an indefinite number, 

degree or quantity and it is derived from Lat. eccum-tantum (DLR, 

1940/2010: 349). Meyer-Lübke (1890: 53) claims that the word 
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tantus replaced the Rom. Tot ‘all’ (apud. DLR, 1940/2010: 349). The 

other Romance languages kept the same Latin etymology, so we 

have in Italian tanto, in Spanish and Portugese tanto and in French 

tant.  

 

(2) a. Quod capita, tot sententiae. (DLR, 1940/2010: 346) 

     b. Câte capete, atâtea minţi. 

         How-many heads, that-many minds. 

 

In Dicţionarul etimologic al limbii române [Romanian 

Etymology Dictionary] (Candrea & Densuşianu, 1907), the word 

atânt is also mentioned, but this form is similar to the Aromanian 

word, which was used in the literary language to make its 

etymology tantus more obvious. 

The constructions in which these two degree words most 

commonly appear in correlation are the comparative constructions 

and the relative clauses with an amount interpretation. The origin 

of these constructions is the tantus... quantus correlation in Latin. In 

the next section of this paper, we will examine each construction, 

with their structures and variations. 

 

2. Atât.... cât (that-much.... how-much) correlations 

2.1 Correlative comparative constructions 

There is a general cross-linguistic connection between 

relative clauses and comparative clauses in the sense that both are 

expressed in some languages as a correlative construction. In other 

languages the similarity between the comparative correlative and 

a prototypical correlative relative clause is even more striking, as 

is the case of atât...cât correlative constructions (comparatives and 

amount relatives) in Romanian. Their origin lies in the Latin 

structure with the pronouns tantus....quantus or with the adverbs 

tanto... quanto, which were mainly used in correlative 

(comparative) constructions.  
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In the following structures, we have examples of the 

correlative tanto... quanto used to show comparison between two 

things.  

 

(3) Aer immineo hic, qui tantus sum oneros ignis, quantus pondus 

aqua sum levis pondus terra. 

   The air rest upon them, which is as much heavier [than] fire, as 

the weight of water is lighter than the weight of earth’. 

 

(4) Tanti homo est sine amico, quanti corpus absque spiritu est.  

(Latin proverbs) 

‘A person without a friend is worth as much as a body 

without breath.’ 

 

Moreover, there are also structures in which the pronoun 

quantus is also placed before its antecedent tantus or in which the 

relative adverb quanto is placed before tanto, as illustrated in the 

examples below:  

 

(5) Quantus erat, tantus mons factus Atlas. 

     ‘Atlas was made as great a mountain.’  

 

(6) Quanto es doctior, tanto sis submissior. 

     ‘By how much more learned you are, by so much more humble 

you should be.’ 

      The more learned you are, the more humble you should be. 

 

(7) Quantus animal cunctus cedo tu, tantus parvus sum tuus gloria 

noster. 

‘By how much all animals yield to you, by so much less is 

yourglory than mine.’ 

 

(8) Ita quantus longius ab oppidum (discedebatur), tantus 

tardus ad insequendus sum Numidae. 
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‘So, by how much further they departed from the city, by 

so much slower were the Numidians in following.’ 

The purpose of this brief presentation of correlative 

(comparative) structures in Latin is that the same distribution can 

be observed  in older Romanian  texts (16th-17th century) or in 

18th  and 19th century writings, since cât was mainly used in 

correlative constructions that typically consist of a free relative 

introduced by cât and the main clause that contains the correlate. 

The correlate of cât in these constructions varies from aşa (‘so 

much’, ‘that much’) and cât (‘how much’), to the more common 

atât (‘that much’). The examples below illustrate this variation: in 

(9a, b) in correlation with aşa, with atât in (10) and with cât in (11).  

 

(9) a. Doar cât nu plângea, aşa era de tristă. (DLR, 1940: 192). 

b.... unde să cuvântă ceva cu întrebare, aşa să-şi tocmească 

glasul întru cetire, cât ascultătorii să priceapă că iaste întrebare” 

(P. Maior, Scrieri [Writings], I). 

 

(10) Atât sânt de multe invăţăturile lor, cât intrec la număr nesipul 

mării (Antim Ivireanu, Psaltirea: 200). 

     That-much are of many teachings their, how-much surpass in 

number sand sea-the Gen 

 

(11) Cazacii, cât le va da de stire, cât vor veni (Letopiseţul, I: 92).  

      Kazakhs, how-much CL tell them, how-much will come. 

 

Nonetheless, cât is more commonly used in structures in 

correlation with tot/toţipl (‘all’). All these examples illustrate 

(restrictive) amount relative clauses: 

 

(12) a. Acea înţeleaseră toti Iudeii si Elenii câţi viia intru Efes (în 

Codul Vor.: Tuturor Jidovidlo şi Grecilor celora ce lăcuia in Efes) 

(Noul Testament, 1648). 

  b. Dărui ţie Dumnezeu toţi câţi noata cu tine  (Noul Testament, 

1648). 
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  c. Se ispiteasca de împrumutătoriul toate câte-su al lui 

(Psaltirea Hurmuzaki). 

  d. Cu toti drumeţii pre câţi îi intâlnea (Creangă, apud 

Cornilescu, 1978/2013). 

 e. Toate trebile câte le facea, le facea pe dos (Dicţionarul limbii 

române [Dictionary of the Romanian Language], 1940: 192). 

  f. … dulci-govitori den toate limbile câte-s pre supt ceri 

(Coresi, Lucrul apostolesc, Braşov, 1593). 

g. Noi cu totii câţi ne era casele în Iaşi (Dicţionarul limbii 

române [Dictionary of the Romanian Language], 1940: 192). 

 

There are also cases when the correlative tot is not spelled 

out (especially in contexts with mult ‘much’, alt ‘other’, acela ‘that 

one’) or with possessives (13-15): 

 

(13) a. Să se ceae de păcate câte au făptu (16th century). 

b. Acestea câte am lucrat si câte am grait..., să le socotească 

(Antim Ivireanu, apud. DLR, 1940/2010: 349). 

 

(14) a. Câte vra el, acele facea. (Letopisetul, apud. DLR, 1940/2010: 

350). 

        c. vestiră cătr-înşii câte întâii preuţilor şi bătrânii ziseră 

(Coresi, Lucrul apostolesc, Braşov, 1593). 

        b. Şedea spânu la ospăt, împreună cu mosu-său, cu verele sale 

si cu altii câţi se întâmplase (Creangă, Harap Alb, apud Cornilescu, 

1978/2013). 

 

(15)  Eu oiu da seama de ale mele câte scriu (Letopiseţul, I. 5, apud. 

DLR, 1940/2010:350). 

 

There are also correlative constructions in which the two 

correlates indicate a proportional comparison, as illustrated below: 

 

(16) a. Cu cât bea, cu atât i-e sete (Bourciez, 1930: 601). 

‘The more he drinks, the thirstier he becomes’. 
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b. Quanto plus bibit, tanto plus sitit (Lat., cf. Bourciez, 

1930:128). 

c. Quanto più beve, tanto più ha sete (ital.). 

d. Quanto màs bebe, tanto mas tiene sed (span.). 

 

2.3 Relative clauses with an amount interpretation 

All the structures presented above have shown that there is 

diachronic evidence for the distribution of cât in correlative 

constructions, and that these correlations are similar to the Latin 

correlative construction with quantus.... tantus in comparative 

contexts. Based on the claim that correlatives and relative clauses 

are structurally related (cf. Haudry, 1973 & Bianchi, 1999), in this 

section we present relative constructions with cât...atât. Due to the 

use of these degree words, the relative clauses have an amount 

interpretation (interpreted as set equivalence of the two correlative 

structures). 

 

(17) a. După 24 de ani, adică atâţia ani cât am purtat pe umeri 

un anume segment din clica umanoido-comunistă, rămân întrebări 

care ne provoacă insomnii  (Radio Iasi, 2013). 

       b. Credeţi că ne strângem atâţia cât să batem FC Botoşani în 

clasamentul ăsta? (Tara-n Bucate, 2015). 

 

(18) a.  Astfel Rebecca, pe timpul şederii la Queen's Crawley, îşi 

făcu prieteni printre cei bogaţi şi păcătoşi, atâţia cât putu aduce 

sub oblăduirea ei (W. M. Thackeray, Bâlciul deşertăciunilor 

[Vanity Fair]). 

       b. Căutându-şi salvarea de furia cetelor de ţărănoi, atâţia 

oameni educaţi cât mai reuşiseră să supravieţuiască se refugiară în 

sanctuare (Walter M.Miller Jr., Cantica pentru Leibowitz [A Canticle 

for Leibowitz]). 

 

3. Similar degree constructions cross-linguistically 

Romanian is not unique in using degree words to introduce 

degree/amount relatives. Degree operators are also used in Polish 
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(cf. Tomasczewicz, 2013) that possesses a dedicated relativizer for 

modifying amounts, ile (‘how-much’), in Bulgarian, which has 

kolko (‘how much’) (Pancheva, 2012) and kolku (‘how much’) in 

Macedonian (used, for example, in quantity questions, cf. Rett, 

2006).  

For example, the RCs in Polish, mostly those used in 

comparative constructions, contain a dedicated relativizer for 

modifying amounts, ile, by which we know that those are ‘degree 

relative clauses’. This type of RCs can also participate in 

correlative structures. Correlativization shows that ile‐relative 

clauses modify degrees ‐ in the matrix clause the degree variable it 

abstracts over is picked up by a degree demonstrative tyle (‘that 

much/many’), (19a), and not by a regular demonstrative referring 

to individuals, (19b) vs. (19c). 

 

(19) a. Jan kupił tyle pomidorow (+ a pointing gesture). 

Jan bought DEM tomatoes. 

‘Jan bought that many tomatoes.’ 

 

 b. Jan kupił Marii tyle pomidorow, ile/*ktore pro mogł kupić.  

Jan bought for--‐Maria DEM tomatoes how--‐many/which 

could buy . 

     ‘Jan bought Maria as many tomatoes as he could buy.’ 

      c. Jan kupił Marii te pomidory, ktore pro mogł kupić. 

Jan bought for--‐Maria DEM tomatoes which could buy.  

‘Jan bought Maria those tomatoes that he could buy.’ 

 

For the amount reading in Polish, both the dedicated quantity 

demonstrative tyle and the relativizer ile have to be used, similar to 

atât…cât constructions in Romanian: 

 

(20) Jan wypił tyle szampana, ile wylano na podłogę tego 

wieczoru. 

Jan drank DEM champagne how-much spilled. Imprs on 

floor that evening. 
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‘Jan drank as much champagne as they spilled on the floor 

that evening.’ 

 

The Romanian cât is also similar with the Bulgarian kolko 

(cf. DLR, 1940) or to the Macedonian kolku used in free relatives: 

 

(21) otide kolko otide (Bulgarian).   

merse cât merse  (Romanian). 

walked how much walked. 

‘He walked and walked’. 

 

b. Mojot bagaž teži kolku što teži (i) tvojoy  (Macedonian; Grosu, 

2009). 

      my+the luggage weighs how-much that weighs (and) 

yours+the 

      ‘My luggage weighs as much as yours does’.  

 

The crosslinguistic data discussed above illustrate 

amount/degree clauses introduced by degree operators of the 

type atât...cât. However, an in-depth analysis of their distribution 

is left for further research.  

 

Conclusions 

In this paper, we have presented some remarks about the 

etymology of the degree words cât and atât, with a special view to 

their structures and use in degree constructions. Based on 

etymological data, cât is the result of a merger of three words (Lat. 

quantus, quotus and cata) and atât is derived from Lat. tantum. The 

etymology explains the uses in correlative constructions and, in 

the case of cât, its varied distribution. Thus, the comparative and 

relative constructions with atât...cât are diachronically related to 

the Latin correlative constructions (quantus... tantus) and are 

structurally similar. This similarity between correlative 

comparative clauses and amount relative clauses is particularly 

important from a syntactic point of view, since both structures 
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could be attributed a common configuration and a unitary analysis 

(especially from the perspective of natural language processing 

techniques). 
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Abstract 

Although never amounted to the subtlety and depth of the 

Greeks, the Roman thinking, as well as diplomacy, being 

dominated by rigidity, lack of imagination and excessive 

formalism, the Roman philosophers have their role in shaping the 

concept of human dignity. This notion has been used since the 

early stage of Roman city foundation, its meaning being either of 

quality related to a high status occupied by the individual, or of 

moral virtue. According to Cicero's philosophy, dignity is based on 

the human capacity to reason, to be above its own sensuality, 

emotions, impulses, on self control and on the fact that man leads 

the world and the rest of the animals. Seneca believes that the 

supreme moral value of man is virtue, philosophy is the pursuit of 

virtue, for straightening spirit, and the two concepts - virtue and 

philosophy - can not exist one without the other. For Ulpian, the 

will to carry out justice, to give every man what is his, came from a 

rational source of a man convinced of the ideal of moral good. 

Ulpian has also determined law's precepts as: honeste vivere (a 

decent living), alterum non laedere (not to hurt anyone), suum 

cuique tribuere (to give everyone what is his). In the conception of 

Gaius, the law of nations was established by natural reason, 

belonging equally to all citizens. Ancient Roman philosophy is 

T 
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characterized by the analysis of two moral qualities that man has - 

reason and virtue, values which characterize the concept of human 

dignity. 

Key words: dignity, virtue, law, philosophy, human being. 

 
 
Although it had never reached the level of Greek development, 

the Roman thinking, along with the law and diplomacy, was 

dominated by rigidness, lack of imagination and excessive formalism, 

and the Roman philosophers had a well-determined part in the 

shaping and the affirmation of the human dignity. 

The moral basis for the development of the Roman state was 

represented by the belief that the emperor and the imperial power 

constituted a necessity for the entire world, as it used to be known 

during those times. The royalty, the republic, and later the empire, 

would represent a state that had taken the duty to get through the 

two important request: to lead powerfully a wide territory, with a 

great number of individuals of different cultures, religions and 

languages, and to lead with permissiveness and ability a 

conglomerate of ethnicities, populations and peoples. Moreover, the 

structure of the Roman society was generally made of patricians and 

plebeians. The patricians („populus romanus”), originally being the 

members of the people who had founded Rome, constituted the class 

of those appointed with “full powers”, who used to exercise 

exclusively the leadership of “the social affairs”. The plebeians, 

originally the members of the autochthonous populations defeated by 

Rome (the remaining of the Ligurian population), to whom were 

added the people who practiced trade or different professions, 

represented the category that had been previously excluded from the 

political life.   

In a world characterised by stratification, the concept of dignity 

was initially used with the meaning of hierarchic distinction, of 

attribute of the few (the patricians), as a quality through which they 

distinguished themselves from the ordinary people. Furthermore, 

dignity was considered by the Romans a moral quality recognised to 

an individual according to his merit and honour gained in the society, 
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a quality that could be lost or gain. Conceived as an attribute of the 

high officials, related to “the rank” and the honour resulted from a 

function or the social and political position (Donnelly, 2009: 15), 

”dignitas” had to be respected by the common people.  

Nonetheless, we need to underline that from the incipient stage 

of the Roman city’s founding, the notion of dignity was also used 

with a different meaning from an individual’s simple attributing of a 

high status in a certain social order, from “the external aspect of the 

social role played by the person who claims respect and personifies 

the charisma and the respect that resides from the function, rank or 

personality” (Canicik, 2002: 19). Dignity was conceived as a virtue 

too, meaning that some, or all the people, had the potential to be 

endowed this virtue. Yet, the element that would confer value to a 

person and made the other respect him/her was the accomplishment 

of that potential. 

Izhak Englart dates the appreciation of dignity according to the 

moral qualities of an individual, during Cicero: “Cicero was the first 

author who used the term “dignity” not with the traditional meaning 

of social statute, but with the purpose to describe generally the 

position of man in world, according to his nature itself – such is his 

rational capacity. The special quality, inherent for a rational being 

had been obviously recognised in Antiquity, long before Cicero, but 

he was the first who shaped the idea, basing it on the concept of 

dignity”(Englart, 2000: 1903-1904). 

The philosophy of Cicero is centred on different ethical and 

moral values that he approaches in his works: About duties, About 

friendship, About the old age, About the supreme good and the 

supreme evil, About the nature of gods, About consolation, About 

state, About laws. In his works, Cicero uses the word “dignitas” with 

the meaning of rank or merit, not with the meaning of inherent 

dignity of the human being: “The dignity is someone’s virtuous 

authority that makes them being honoured with consideration and 

respect”. The term “dignitas” used by Cicero refers to the public 

dignity or the social position, with accent on the general value, the 

characteristics of the man, the manly physical aspect, the character. 
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Nevertheless, one time in De officiis (About the adequate deeds), 

Cicero mentioned the dignity that the human beings have, due to 

their nature: “But it is more important for any meticulous research of 

the adequate action to consider to what extent the human nature has 

priority, unlike the cattle or other animals; they do not experience 

pleasure (…). Consequently, there can be observed that the physical 

pleasure is not sufficiently valuable for the human’s pre-eminence. 

Moreover, the nurturing of the body, if we consider that excellence 

and dignity belong to the human nature, the physical feeding should 

be measured as regarding the health and the strength, not the mere 

pleasure. But, at the same time, if we consider excellence and dignity 

as the human nature, we will recognise how shameful it is to live 

luxuriously, in a facile and spoiled manner, and how virtuous it is the 

living of a moderate, restrained and sober man”(De officiis). 

According to Cicero’s philosophy, human dignity is founded on the 

man’s capacity to think, to rise above his own sensuality, emotions, 

impulses, on self-control and on the fact that the man leads the world 

and the rest of the animals. 

By promoting an ethical philosophy, Cicero considered that “the 

man’s first duty is that to maintain himself in his natural state, then to 

keep for himself what is accordingly to the nature and to reject what 

it is contrary” (Cicero, 1983a: 125). The conformity with the nature 

represents the Supreme Good, yet, unlike the stoical, for whom not 

only reason counts, Cicero underlines that the man is made of soul 

and body, the latter need not to neglected: “each sense has its virtues, 

because neither of the senses should be stopped from fulfilling its 

function of perceiving rapidly and easily what it is offered”(Cicero, 

1983a: 149). 

The socio-political and juridical conception of Cicero is also 

founded on the concept of Supreme Good, and the state cannot have 

on its basis something else but the moral: “The virtue is such a 

stringent human necessity and the desire to depend the common 

welfare is so great, that their force defeated any forms of pleasure and 

inactivity”(Cicero, 1983b: 240). The political stability cannot exist 
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outside the social essence justice, through which the man acts more 

for the benefit of the others than of his own. 

Regarding the optimal form of governing, Cicero considered it to 

be the monarchy led by a virtuous king, who had to be “like a father 

who takes care of his sons”. The order in a state had to be provided 

with the help of the law, which was “the nature’s supreme wisdom 

that orders us what to do and forbids what it is against it” (Cicero, 

1983c: 374). According to Cicero, the Greek name of the law comes 

from the idea to “offer everyone what it is theirs”, and the Latin name 

comes from the concept of “choosing”. Considering the law one of 

the greatest assets of the humankind, he says that the laws emitted by 

the state have to be in a permanent relationship with the universal 

law, in order to assure the natural stabile basis of the society: “The 

law is what makes the difference between justice and injustice, 

formulated according to the universal nature, an old and original 

principle, towards which all the laws of the humans reach, by 

punishing the dishonest and protecting the decent”(Cicero, 1983c: 

399). 

An adept of the stoical philosophy, especially the Epicureanism, 

Seneca considered that the supreme moral value of the man is the 

virtue, the philosophy being the aspiration for virtue, for the 

improvement of spirit, the two – virtue and philosophy – not being 

able to exist one without the other. He promotes the individual’s 

shedding of the appearances and his knowledge of the human 

nature’s secrets. Without recommending the wise man to restrain 

from the political activity, Cicero recommends in De tranquilitate 

animi, to not trouble his tranquillity: “That who desires to gain his 

soul peace must not waste his energy either in the private life, or in 

the public one, and in whatever he does, to not surpass his strength 

and nature. On the contrary, he has to supervise himself to that extent 

that when the fortune smiles upon him and seems that it will bring 

him on the top of the wave, to be calm and to not push himself over 

the limitation of his powers. Because the measure of a full recipient is 

far more certain than of the one that overfills” (Popa, Dogaru, 

Dănişor, Gh. & Dănişor, D.C., 2002: 79). 
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As other stoics, Seneca also opts for equality as an ideal form of 

government, which is in concordance with the nature: “The royal 

spirit is that to recognise no other authority but that of the Reason. 

(…) the true royalty is the one that considers as a norm, as God 

himself in the administration of the Universe, the perfect Reason. On 

this condition, the people, «rebel animals», will be ready to follow the 

shown path, while refusing to be led by an arbitrary authority” 

(Grimal, 1992: 118). 

What it is noticeable at the Latin thinkers is that they also defined 

the concept of law as referring to moral: the law is the art of good and 

equity („jus est ars borni et aequi”). The law was given to the people 

naturally, having an eternal and immutable character, as Cicero 

would note in “De Republica”: “It is a true law, the correct reason, 

according to the nature, spread in everyone, constant and eternal. It is 

not a different one in Rome, another in Athens, one now and another 

later, but only one eternal and never-changing law that will lead all 

the people, all the times”. The juridical law is called “jus”, and its 

contrary “injuria”. In its acceptation as a moral law, the law is called 

“fas” or “rectum”, and its contrary “nefas”. The Romans used to 

make the distinctions between the moral and the juridical duties, 

which emerge from a moral or a juridical law, in the same way that 

they would make the distinction between the moral and the strictly 

juridical rights.  

For Ulpian, the justice was the will to give every man what it is 

due to him, and this will originated from an individual’s rational 

source, who was convinced by the ideal of the moral good 

(Danielopol, 1899: 7). In another definition, Ulpian placed the justice 

in a total dependence on the divinity, being considered the 

knowledge of the divine and human things. In his belief, there were 

three sources or divisions of the law: „jus naturale”, „jus gentium” 

and „jus civile”: “The private law consists of three parts; the natural 

law perceptions of the tribes and of the civil law”. The natural law is 

what nature offers to all the animals. Undoubtedly, this right is not 

proper to the human kind, but to all the animals that live on land, in 

water, or even the birds. The civil law does not estrange from the 
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natural law, or that of the tribes, but it does not follow in everything. 

Consequently, every time we put or take something out of the 

common law, we create our own law or the civil law”. It was also 

Ulpian who defined the principle of law as being: „honeste vivere” 

(to live decently), „alterum non laedere” (to harm nobody), „suum 

cuique tribuere” (to give each person what they deserve). To sum up, 

Ulpian built his conception about law on his principles, starting from 

the natural moral law, and from the idea of good. 

Gaius divided the civil law, specific for each city, and the tribes’ 

law, which was established through the natural reason, belonging 

equally to all the citizens: thus, all the peoples recognise a particular 

law and a law common to all the inhabitants: “The right of every 

people, to establish for itself what it is particular, is called the civil 

law, that is the law proper for a city; while the law established by all 

the people through the natural reason, can be observed equally to all 

the peoples and it is called the tribe’s law, that is the law adopted for 

all the nations”(Gauchet, 1985: 80). 

In conclusion, we might say that the Romans cherished greatly 

the value of the individual as a moral being (Bloc & Cousin, 1925: 92). 

The conceptions of the Roman antique philosophers are noticeable 

through the development of two moral qualities of the man – ration 

and virtue, values that also characterise the concept of human 

dignity. The philosophical ideas of Socrates, Plato, Aristotle, those 

promoted by stoicism, cynicism, epicureanism that influenced the 

thought of the Roman scholars, especially Cicero and Seneca, suffered 

a great change under the influence of Christianity, which had a great 

impact on the social and political condition of the society, 

transforming the old times into modern times. 
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Abstract 

The most dangerous enemy of the Romanian Army in the 1913 

campaign was cholera. That gave Princess Marie the opportunity 

to prove to the whole country for the first time and to herself her 

extraordinary qualities of best organizer in the most dangerous 

place of the war the cholera camp at Zimnicea. 
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All of the biographers who have written about Queen Marie of 

Romania consider that the Crown Princess always wanted her 

people’s love. But it was during the participation of Romania at the 

so-called Second Balkan War 10th July-10th August 1913 when she 

discovered the fulfilment of earning in selfless service. It was the 

turning point in her life (Elsberry, 1972: 91; the same point of view is 

adopted in Pakula, 1984: 205–208). 

The future queen explained later the events at the end of the 

Romanian Army campaign in Bulgaria that put her into contact with 

the horrors of the war: 

 

 “It resulted in no battles, but whilst on enemy's ground our troops 

encountered as deadly a foe as cannons—cholera. I was brought into sudden 

contact with this terrible scourge when I went to visit the troops and the Red 

Cross hospitals scattered along the Danube. I cannot help looking upon this 

as a turning point in my life. It was my first initiation into suffering on a 

P 
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larger scale; a thing never before known, heard of, no doubt, but as 

something far away, with which I should never have anything to do. And 

here it was, rising huge before me to throb through my whole being as a 

messenger sent to awaken within me sleeping forces of which I had never 

been aware. I went from place to place, visiting the sick, and my horror grew 

as I began to investigate the conditions in which these hospitals and barracks 

were being run. I had long talks with Elise Bratianu1 and her right-hand, 

Mademoiselle Slivici and Elise told me I could help a great deal if I went 

seriously to work. 

It would lead me too far were I to give a full description of those two 

weeks spent amongst our troops on that bare and dreadful field of suffering. 

The work was hard, the sights heart-rending, but difficulties only multiplied 

our courage and energy. 

At first the doctors in charge of the camp met me with certain 

scepticism; they were inclined to think I should be a hindrance rather than a 

help. It is true that I knew nothing about sickness, but I did not pretend that 

I had come as a nurse; but what I could be was a leader, an upholder, one to 

whom everybody could turn for help. 

Soon doctors, orderlies, soldiers, officers and sisters of charity 

became my most ardent adherents. I was never tired or discouraged. I would 

allow no difficulty to beat me; the harder the work, the more strength did I 

find, and in a few days I had become the pivot around which everything 

revolved.  

After this tremendous experience amongst our soldiers in the 

Zimnicea cholera camp, I was never quite the same again” (Queen Marie of 

Romania, 1934: 554). 

 

We are going to present eight letters of Princess Marie – seven 

to her mother and one to her husband, Prince Ferdinand, who show 

us the tremendous change who fulfils in a few weeks with her. From 

the person who waits to see if the war breaks out or not, to the person 

who decided to involve herself and her children, Elisabeth and Carol, 

in the helping of the soldiers touched by a merciless illness: cholera. 

 

                                                      
1 Brătianu Elisa (1870-1957), born Ştirbei, in the first marriage wife of Al. 

Marghiloman and in the second marriage wife of Ion I.C. Brătianu. 
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“I have no special talent, but Lisabetha and I are arranging a little 

house at the foot of our garden as hospital that we mean to run ourselves” 

wrote the Princess on 2nd /15th of July and on 1st of August: “but 

really all personal questions seem entirely to disappear when one lives in this 

constant straining anxiety, so much more felt when a country is small”, 

proved how much she felt responsible for the destiny of her country. 

On 11th of August: “Lisabetha and I have our own hospital, but neither 

she, nor I love that métier, alas”. But on 30th of August the letter from 

Zimnicea remains as one of the most touching documents about love 

and devotion of a princess to her people. 

We also put as an appendix the description that Princess Mary 

to her mother to the visit of Tsar in Constanta 1st/14th of June 1914, 

where she proved a special quality as a keen observer of people and 

facts. 

This was also the person who will play a decisive role in the 

fulfilment of the greatest aim in the history of Romanians: the making 

of the Great Romania at the end of the World War I, as it is written on 

the Arch of Triumph in Bucharest: “Through the sword of King 

Ferdinand and the thought of Queen Marie”. 

 

 

Cotroceni, July 2nd 1913 

My dear Mama2, 

 

So you cannot make up your mind to leave dear old Russia. 

How well I understand it, especially because you are all alone. 

Here we are in a state of great anxiety, on the very edge of 

war. I always hope and hope and because I am an optimist I can’t 

believe that it will come to the worst, but each day the news gets 

worse. And if we took part it would be against the Bulgarians! I seem 

like living in a bad dream out of which I finally hope to awake. But 

the Bulgarians seem ready to dare anything. I am afraid! They are a 

dangerous and strong enemy. Of course the Serbians and Greeks will 

                                                      
2 Maria de Coburg (1853-1920), daughter of Tsar Alexander II, since 1874 wife of 

Alfred Duke of Edinburgh (1844 -1900). 
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also be at them from other sides, but they are formidable all the same 

because they are half savages that stick at nothing. Uncle has not been 

able to leave for Sinaia kept here by the news which was daily getting 

worse and worse. [News about the family] 

These days it will be settled if we are to mobilize or not. I am 

lunching with Uncle today and shall leave this letter open to hear if 

there is anything new today which I will then add. 

Later. The news I bring back from palace are not too good. It 

seems it’s hopeless to try and with the Bulgarians and we must learn 

to face quite the worst. It seems hardly believable and still I cling to 

the faint chance of peace that remains! It seems impossible! I can’t 

face it quietly, such a war as it would be, and after having done our 

best to keep peace all the time. Uncle keeps very calm, but his whole 

soul shudders at the thought of a war and our harvest promises to be 

so beautiful this year. I am very anxious and these days must decide 

things one way ore another. 

Good-bye Mama dear for today, I can’t write more now. 

 

Your loving Missy 

(National Archives of Romania (onwards ANR), fund Queen Maria, 

dossier V 2705/1913) 

* 

 

2/15 July Cotroceni 

My dear Mama, 

 

I address this letter to Coburg as you were to arrive there 

today. 

The atmosphere here is full of war. All our troops are 

mobilized, we have seen one regiment after another start and now 

Nando and Carol are also gone and near every friend we have has 

left with the troops. It’s a sad moment for women and one needs 

courage and patience. What it is to come remains to be seen. The 

Bulgarians are in a dreadful plight; if they still want to fight us we 

don’t know, anyhow many of our troops are already over the frontier 
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and more are preparing to pass the Danube. The enthusiasm has been 

enormous and the mobilization has been done under astonishingly 

good conditions, quickly and much greater numbers than called in, 

presented themselves. Aunt and I and Lisabetha are doing all we can 

to prepare for the hospitals and also a great organization for aiding 

the families of those that have gone to war. Is it to be war in all its 

horror? That we are not yet sure of, but one has to be prepared. Aunt 

is very nice, not at all annoying, not too exaggerated and very 

energetic. I have no special talent, but Lisabetha and I are arranging a 

little house at the foot of our garden as hospital that we mean to run 

ourselves. Lisabetha goes heart and soul into it, but quietly as she 

does everything. She is also going to organize big sewing parties with 

her friends to sew shirts for the soldiers. 

Bucharest is like dead, motors carriages, horses all have been 

carried off. It’s profoundly melancholic and depressing. 

Alas I see no hope of our dear small meeting at Tegernsee 

even in the best case I hardly see that it could come quickly to an end. 

For the moment I have not been able to send any of the children to 

Sinaia, but I hope in about a week anyhow the younger ones as it will 

get hotter and hotter here. [Princess Mary asked her mother to buy a 

present for her nephew, the son of Wilhelm von Hohenzollern] 

Nando im Feld our house has to go on all the same and all the 

charities have to be done. I have said that every possible economy is 

to be made on the kitchen so that what remains over can be hospital 

food. 

Uncle leaves this evening probably to see the troops cross the 

Danube, but all is kept very secret and we hardly know where they 

will all be. 

Thank you so much for your last long letter. I hope you have 

quite got over your cold and are pleased to be back in quiet Coburg. 

How far away you are from all out troubles! The hardest to me is to 

remain behind, the sister of charity was never strong in me, but the 

love of adventure always was and I would much rather follow them 

through all their hardships than sit at home and wait! But above all 

one must try to be as little as possible in the way! 
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Nando has to command over all the army. He seems quite 

calm about it; I hope he will be up to what is needed of him. Carol 

has gone off as Ordonantzoffizier with him. Nearly everyone we 

know has gone off either active or as Reserveoffizier, it’s an anxious 

time full of hardships and sadness. All one relates about the 

Bulgarians is horrible, I hope half of it is exaggeration, but their 

savageness and cruelty seem without doubt. 

I would not like to be in Ferdinand’s shoes now, a few months 

ago they were in such a fine positions. 

Good-bye for today, Mama dear, think of us and what we are 

going through, very serious times for our little country. 

 

Your loving Missy 

(ANR, fund Queen Maria, dossier V 2706/1913) 

* 

 

Cotroceni, July 22nd 1913 

My dear Mama, 

 

We are going through curious times with all the preparations 

for war, all our army marching to Bulgaria, not a shot fired, on either 

side, but every concession we want is to be made us. We are 

suddenly masters of the situation. Everywhere our troops went, they 

were received with open arms, so sick is that poor country of this 

situation. We have gone through extreme anxiety and now we begin 

to breathe. All our troops are under arms and for days have been 

steadily marching into Bulgaria from all sides. 

There is absolute desolation around us, we have passed 

through every degree of anxiety but now all seems converging 

towards peace and Uncle has suddenly become dictator of the whole 

situation. It’s a rather wonderful moment for us and we have been 

able to learn a lesson from the rise and fall of Bulgaria, so Uncle is 

going to stick whatever our people may try and push him to do, to 

ask only for that, that we asked for from the beginning and in no 

other way to profit of the situation except to demand that the 
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conference for peace amongst the Balkan States should be at Sinaia. 

Our army has severest orders to behave well and till now there has 

been nothing but politeness between our soldiers and the Bulgarians. 

We are to resists the temptation of marching into Sophia which will 

be a blow to our army which is full of enthusiasm and of course 

dreams honours.  

There is even great disappointment that it has not come to 

battles which of course shows that they barely realize what war 

means and what a wonderful thing it is to obtain all one wants 

without losing a life. Of course it will last some time before they come 

back, but I begin to think in spite of the falseness of the Bulgarians 

that peace is near. But I am terrible sorry for them; greatness was 

never of so short duration and fall, so complete. They are absolutely 

caught in a net on every side after having been false and traitors all 

round, not having played one game straight. It’s a tremendous lesson, 

but for who has a heart, cannot help pitying them deeply their 

situation is absolutely desperate. 

I went for two days to where the army was, to see the troops 

cross the Danube upon the bridge that had been build in 7 ½ hours. It 

was a fine sight and the enthusiasm was enormous and touching to 

see. We hardly thought that our rather sceptical, apathetic, country 

could rise to such enthusiasm. Of course it costs enormously that is 

the great drawback, but otherwise a mobilization like this is a fine 

trial for an army and we had agreeable instead of disagreeable 

surprises. So if God want, it will end well, but one trembles, luck 

turns so easily and one is inclined to say with the words of the Old 

Testament: “I have seen all the works that are done under the sun, 

and behold all is vanity and vexation of spirit! That which is crooked 

cannot be made straight; and that which is wanting cannot be 

numbered3. ” Fine words that come to one’s mind at this moment. 

Our life here is still, lonely, anxious, but interesting, 

palpitating so, as one never knows what the next hour may bring. It’s 

a time like no other, needs courage, hope and faith. 

                                                      
3 The Ecclesiastes, verses 14 and 15. 
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I hope you are quite well and that you are all happy together 

in Langenburg […] 

 

Your loving daughter Missy 

(ANR., fund Queen Maria, dossier V 2707/1913) 

* 

 

Tuesday [9/22 iulie 1913] coming 

 

My dear Nando, 

 

I sent you this letter by Barbu4 who insists upon going back 

although I don’t think he has quite recovered yet. How are you all, 

what kind of conditions did you find there? How is the cholera? Are 

there new cases at Plevna? How is the weather? What are you doing? 

So many questions for which I want answers. It seems already many 

days that you are gone, they are long too when one is anxious and 

wants news. Here Uncle is doing his very best to succeed in obtaining 

peace. Yesterday, Monday, it looked less well, today as Uncle says 

“Stehen wir wieder auf zwei Beinen!” I have very little to relate. The 

house is more than empty and lonely without you and Carol and 

without the children. I drove once with Martha quite alone with 

Helene Mavrodi. She was of course charming as ever. Today she is 

having herself inoculated with the idea of going off to nurse the 

cholera – but I think it will take a little time before she can start. I hear 

you have all the same called the ladies and their “barraques” to help. 

I wonder where they are going to. Are you taking the necessary 

precautions? Is Cantacuzino satisfied with the results he obtains? Of 

the children I have good news. I hope Mircea will soon be quite 

strong again. I have sent the little Perticari girl up to be with them. 

Helene took her there in her motor with her Jacobson to have a look 

at them. Uncle is now using a certain amount of pressure on the 

Bulgarians to oblige them to make peace. It seems he is in constant 

                                                      
4 Stirbei Barbu (1872-1946) since 1913 till 1927 administrant of the Crown Domains. 
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communication with Kaiser Bill5  and that he has said he entirely 

relies upon Uncle’s decisions. But all the same they are anxious times. 

Filipesco is supposed to be making böses Blut here and Uncle is very 

angry with him. 

 I hope the tobacco arrived safely and that you were able to 

have it immediately transported although according to the news the 

bridges are becoming useless because of the growing size of the 

Danube – I hope you are keeping well? And that Carol is careful. I 

wonder how long it will be before you come back again. 

 

Maddy, Tuesday coming 

(ANR, fund King Ferdinand, dossier V 497/1913) 

* 

 

1 August 1913 

My dear Mama, 

 

Thank you for your dear letter from Langenburg. I was so 

pleased to receive details. How nice that Sandra has already been able 

to make such improvements in the old castle. It was always such a 

sympathetic place and now that it’s really hers her heart must rejoice 

over it. 

We are still struggling with a difficult and complicated 

situation. Uncle has obtained a five days truce and now with all ones 

might one is trying to settle the difficult question about which so 

much has already been talked l’équilibre balkanique. The great 

difficulty, that al the other countries have conceived such a profound 

distrust of Bulgaria that they will come to no understanding unless 

Bulgaria gives absolute guarantees of good faith. Uncle has the beau 

rôle. The unfortunate Ferdinand has written him a letter full of 

despair, so humble that he begins with the words that he has no more 

the right to speak as King to King but only as one relation to another 

and putting the fate of Bulgaria entirely in his hands, begging to 

prevent that it should be entirely wiped out. What a tragic reviriment 

                                                      
5 German Emperor William II. 
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from this winter when they treated us with completely hauteur and 

impudence. But Uncle is both diplomat and a gentleman so he knows 

how to resist the temptation to humiliating a fallen enemy and on the 

contrary will do his best to obtain conditions for Bulgaria that it 

should be able to retain a fair part in the Balkan division of land. It’s a 

most critical moment and in the first days of next week will be 

decided if the bloody war is to continue or peace at last. 

You can’t think the continual tension in which we are living. 

And now of all horrors cholera amongst our troops! It seems it has 

been in the Bulgarian villages where our troops quartered but 

nothing had been said, although we were received as friends and not 

as enemies, and with it fear and consternation. The great thing is not 

to lose one’s head and to do as severely as possible all that can be 

done. But how difficult! They are far away and the conditions 

extremely complicated. And for such moments, all doctors, means 

medicines, provisions, are insufficient. It has fallen amongst us as a 

horrible nightmare and of course there is enormous danger of 

bringing it into the country. 

Nando and Carol have come back for a few days during the 

truce. They both look well and stand all fatigues. I go nearly daily to 

the palace to keep à la hauteur of each day’s event. Luckily Uncle 

keeps wonderfully well. Of course it’s a grand moment for him, but 

one where all his faculties have to be used to the last degree, it’s so 

frightfully important and so desperately delicate. Peace is absolutely 

needed. The carnage of the last ten months surpasses (sic!) all 

descriptions. The killing, murdering, massacring has no words. Uncle 

calculates that about 300.000 of the population has been killed not 

counting the soldiers. It has been a real devastation and now the 

Turks are taking back what they lost this winter. Was there ever such 

a rapid and terrific change of luck, for and against a country? 

Forgive my talking of nothing else, but really all personal 

questions seem entirely to disappear when one lives in this constant 

straining anxiety, so much more felt when a country is small. When 

the army is under arms it means everyone one knows. 
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The four younger children left for Sinaia this morning. It was 

hard to let them go. It was better although we have had no heat here 

only the most pleasant temperature. 

No, our affaires are in good order, but the times are a great 

strain upon our households. 

Lisabetha and I has a little hospital where we take in soldiers 

sent back from the front, ill, as there are no wounded. Those ill of the 

cholera have of course to be seen to, sur place and as much as possible 

isolated from all the rest. 

Hard times, Mama dear, but they could be over soon if it 

comes to peace. 

How happy you must be to have that delicious Alvaro. I do as 

hope that we will perhaps be able to come to you still in September si 

Dieu veut. 

. 

Missy  

(ANR, fund Queen Maria, dossier V 2708/1913) 

* 

 

Cotroceni, August 11th 1913 

My dear Mama, 

 

I felt unable to write lately, all was too uncertain, we were 

going through moments of intense straining anxiety, but now peace is 

signed! How long it will last remains to be seen, but the best was 

done to render it tolerable for all sides. Of course the Bulgarians are 

in such a plight that they had to quietly submit to have their flesh cut 

into. Uncle took care of their interests as much as he possibly could, 

fighting step by step to keep for them as much as possible, but the 

Greeks were the most difficult and the question of Cavalla was bitter 

and hard. But peace had to be and pressure had to be used to oblige 

the Bulgarians to sign the treaty. The three armies are next to 

exhausted. If they had begun fighting again it would have led to 

battles and more slaughtering but to no definitive result. We know 

for certain that the Bulgarians won’t fight any more. In the case of our 
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troops the soldiers refused to fight, in some cases even killing their 

own officers who tried to force them to fire. The officers had no more 

influence over their men. War had lasted too long and they no more 

understood for what they were fighting. When our soldiers asked the 

Bulgarians prisoners why they would not fight, they answered that 

they did not want to fight with Christians. When asked why they had 

then begun war against their allies, they replied: “Oh, for that you 

must ask Danev” so you see Danev6 was at the bottom of all their 

misfortunes, having entirely lost their head over their first victories. It 

has been a sad lesson of fall through pride, but one cannot help being 

terribly sorry for them because their fall was too rapid and from too 

high, their glory having been too short and bought with too many 

lives.  

If they were not really as atrociously cruel and savage as one 

relates, one would be sorrier but they really resemble the yellow races 

in their cruelty and cunning, this is not un parti pris, but truth alas. 

Nando saw himself a Bulgarian officer, who had hanging round his 

neck as fétiche two little babies’ heads! And the prisoners related 

themselves that after having profited of the women, they used to cut 

off their breasts and those that were in a family way they opened 

with their baillonettes and took out the children. This they related 

themselves as something natural, I am not telling stories invented to 

be gruesome! Nevertheless our big dinner on Sunday was intensely 

tragic. There sat the Bulgarians amongst the others, morally obliged 

to eat at same table as those who had been their allies and had 

become their bitterest enemies, forced to take part in the rejoicing 

over a peace which they had to sign! Yes, it’s tragic and rather awful. 

I had the ill-luck of having Toncev7  the principle Bulgarian besides 

me. All conversation was difficult because each subject was painful 

leading along each road to closed doors. 

                                                      
6 Danev, Stoian (1858-1949) leading Bulgarian liberal politician and twice Prime 
Minister (4 January 1902 - 19 May 1903 and 14 June–17 July 1913). Near Tsar 
Ferdinand one of the responsible for the outbreak of the Second Balkan War. 
7 Toncev Dimitar, Bulgarian Finance Minister represented his country at the Peace 
Treaty of Bucharest. 
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But Uncle has been wonderful and acted in all things as a real 

leader and great man. We always saw a little bit his funny sides, well 

I assure you one learns to admire him; he has been quite wonderful. 

He is one of the greatest workers I ever saw. And all this winter his 

own people insulted him and hated him for keeping peace, and now 

where Romania has so magnificently come out of it all without 

having fired a shot, his popularity has no bounds. I am so happy for 

him, it’s a really fine crowning of his difficult life and long work and 

suddenly after the hard moments of this winter through miraculous 

chance aided by his intelligence, patience, wisdom, he stands in a 

quite unique position. I am afraid you never liked him enough to 

really rejoice with us. You are too much a Russian from a big country 

to have real honest sympathies with a little country, but all the same I 

tell you we have been through enormous and deep emotions lately 

where Uncle has really been unser Steuersmann! Excuse my saying 

all this, but you see I have learnt to become one with the interests of 

this country however badly it may behave sometimes. 

The shadow of the picture is cholera. And as in all really 

military sanitary and medical arrangements they are always prepared 

for wounded but not for épidemies however much one may warn 

them. The conditions at first were awful but now they have begun to 

enrage the horrible terror, but there will be hundreds of victims all 

the same. Nando and Carol are still in Plevna with very little to do, 

but they can’t come back yet as now they must occupy themselves 

with the demobilizing which is complicated especially by the cholera 

which of course we must try and avoid spreading through our own 

country. 

Among the delegates there were some pleasant people. 

Venizelos8  is clever and pleasant. One of the Bulgarian General 

Fitcev9 was sympathetic. Amongst the Serbians there were pleasant 

people especially one with the delicious name of Spalaicovici10 who 

                                                      
8 Venizelos Elefterios (1864-1936), Greek Prime Minister. 
9 Fichev, Ivan (1860-1931), Bulgarian general, Minister of Defense, military historian 
and academician. 
10 Spalajkovic, Miroslav (1869-1951), Serbian Foreign Minister. 
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took the fancy of the ladies; there was also a little Greek of name 

Politis11  who was belles lettres and all that could be wished of him12. 

Carol suffers from Heimweh out there amongst nothing but 

soldiers and with a father who is neither companion nor adviser. 

Purely military company is very tiring à la longue I believe especially 

when it’s a case of inaction. 

I do hope that I will be able to come to you in September. Will 

you be at Tegernsee, or still at the Rosenau. I hope Ali has safely 

returned; it must be a constant anxiety. 

Our flyers during this war have been wonderfully lucky, they 

have had all sorts of adventures and mostly smashed their machines 

but none were killed. 

Helene13 Mavrodi’s brother is also a flyer, and he is quite 

young and very daring and will do anything on his machine. Lately 

being no more necessary in Bulgaria he flies from town to town after 

the lady of his heart (Marthe Bibesco) who is with an ambulance, but 

my poor Mme Mavrodi has gone through every degree of anxiety 

also outwardly she is calm. She is an angel of a woman; I don’t know 

why chance allowed me to fall upon such a treasure. 

I think this letter is getting too long! [..[ 

Lisabetha and I have our own hospital but neither she, nor I 

love that métier, alas. 
 

Your loving Missy 

 (ANR., fund Queen Maria, dossier V 2706/1913) 

* 

 

 

 

                                                      
11 Politis, Nikolaos (1872–1942), Greek diplomat, later Minister of Foreign Affairs 
(1916-1920) 
12 About the works of the Peace Conference in Bucharest, see  Maiorescu, 1995: 152 -
156. 
13 Mavrodi, Elena (1863-1941), born Greceanu, married to the diplomat Eugeniu 
Iorgu Mavrodi (1859-1915), minister at Bruxelles (1 February 1899 – 1 Junie 1909). 
Since 1911 Elena Mavrodi was lady in waiting of the Crown Princess, later Queen 
Mary. 
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Zimnicea 30th August 1913 

My dear Mama, 
 

Alas I cannot yet say when I will be able to come to you, I 

have undertaken a difficult but interesting work. Since a week I am 

entirely living amongst cholera, organizing improvising encouraging, 

keeping thing together. I never thought I would be able to, never 

thought I could stand it, but the immense difficulties, the want of 

everything the need of showing courage to those who running away, 

awoke my fighting spirit and now suddenly my life and interests 

have changed and I am the centre of an enormous lazaret de 

choleriques who entirely depend on me to keep up a courage spirit 

and the necessary means. I don’t feel myself at all, I am a changed 

person I almost live there, all orders are given by me, all provisions, 

medicines, and beds are distributed by me. I have called to my help 

some wonderful Catholic sisters St. Vincent de Paul14  and they are 

the very soul of the whole thing. There is much to relate, I hardly 

know how to describe it all. The facts are that cholera broke out 

furiously amongst our troops in Bulgaria, now they are all returning 

and the country must be saved as much as possible from the horrible 

illness spreading. I came down to Turnu Magurele, a little town on 

the Danube, when some charitable ladies had put up flying hospitals 

for the ill and wounded, to inspect what they were doing, but not in 

the least with the intention of remaining, but I found a quite different 

situation than I expected. The ladies baraques were full of typhoid 

fever, accidents, wounded etc, but nothing was organized for the 

cholera, all was wanting, besides panic had seized everybody and 

nothing was really being done and our poor soldiers dying like flies. 

Then I saw that I must come that it was my place here, they needed, a 

centre, a help, someone who had authority to turn to so with the help 

of one or two clever and energetic doctors we made a whole 

organization the scientific part in their affair, the material part mine 

and Nando’s. 

                                                      
14 The most famous will be Sister Elisabeth Pucci (1847?–13/26 March 1918); about 
her activity and her death during the war, see Maria Regina României, 2015, vol. II.: 
403–470. 
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I am here at Zimnicea, a small village like town on the Danube 

where one of the bridges over the river had been constructed. I live or 

rather sleep and eat on our yacht, but all my days are spent in our 

field lazaret which is of the most primitive improvised sort. Picture 

yourself an immense field on which about thirty wooden stables have 

been built; in these stables on the earth, straw and that is all that 

existed as hospitals. In incredible short time, I collected with the help 

of all that would and could beds, linen, medicines, food, provisions, 

sister of charity. The army provides the sanitaires (simple soldiers) 

and the doctors. In a short space of time we turned these stables into 

more or less habitable Räume into which our poor ill and dying are 

huddled. Each building has a doctor and a few sanitaires and mine 

have nuns. The work is repulsive because cholera is an atrocious 

illness. Needless to say I do none of the real nursing myself, it would 

not be possible and really too dangerous, but I am here, there and 

everywhere, talking and encouraging those who are less bad, giving 

provisions, covers, linen, beds, mattresses to those that I can do 

nothing for. Many die alas, and I have seen horrible sights. Quite at 

the end they feel and see nothing more, they lie with their heads far 

back with eyes sunk deep into their heads, labouring for breath but 

quite unconscious, their faces blue and purple. The worst stage to see 

they have cramps and contortions and fearful sickness and other 

terrible manifestations, but there I never remain, I only pass through I 

can be of no help and I don’t exaggerate nor I am unnecessarily 

sentimental when I am of no use. But they are touching, the moment 

they are the least bit better they are immensely grateful for the 

smallest attention the smallest kindness, a smile, word, a flower. I go 

from baraque to baraque with wine for instance and give it them 

myself in their cups and they drink greedily because they die of 

thirst, I give them also lemons, sow sweets, anything that refreshes. It 

all seems to me like an extraordinary dream. I can hardly believe that 

it’s I who am in the midst of it all. We have put a tent for all my nuns 

and there they cook, sleep, keep my provisions. I call it my Quartier 

Général all this improvised in the most impossibly difficult 

conditions. To add to our distress we have had torrential rain and our 
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field was turned into a lake of mud through which we waded about. 

My most faithful aid and helper is Carol, he is quite excellent and has 

also gone heart and soul into it. 

From all sides things are being sent to me, I divide then all out 

myself, amongst others enormous quantities of tobacco because the 

Romanian peasant is a tremendous smoker. 

There are masses of troops lying about in bivouacs, in the 

mud under tents, under quarantine. Carol and I go about amongst 

them and bring them tobacco. Nando is also a help as much as he can 

and I make him use his authority to give the necessary military 

orders. I did not want any ladies to help, I preferred the nuns. Only 

one excellent creature, a very ugly and elderly Mme Cantacuzene15  is 

here who had already bravely gone to nurse our cholera soldiers in 

Bulgaria, with a flying hospital of her own. There are a hundred more 

thing to describe, but I cannot write more now, I must be off again. I 

am perfectly well and take all necessary precautions, but must remain 

here as moral soutien as long as I am needed after the worst is over I 

hope to come to you (well disinfected) for a change of air and scenes. 

You how little I cared for hospitals, but here the extreme and horrible 

need, the panic cholera spreads with it, forced me into it, and now  

I am using all the energy of which I am capable. 

All the other children are well and are in Sinaia. 

 

Love to you all Missy  

(ANR., fund Queen Maria, dossier V 2710/1913) 

* 

 

Constanţa, June 18th 1914 

My dear Mama, 

 

I must send you a word to tell you about our Russian day, 

which thank God went off extremely well, accompanied by the most 

                                                      
15 Cantacuzino, Constanţa, (1867–1948) sister of dr. Constantin Cantacuzino (1849-
1920), physician of the Royal Court. See Maria Regina României, 2014, vol. I: 134. 
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glorious weather sunny, smiling, windless and yet not too hot, a day 

of rare beauty so rare is the intemperate. 

About 9 ½ their beautiful yacht16  steamed over a slightly 

moving sea, but blue and radiant - the day before it had been very 

rough – it was a lovely sight, with the usual accompaniment of flags, 

hurrahs, music. 

From the first we all have a pleasant surprise, which was 

Alix17; she took part in everything except the parade and tried to 

smile and was anyhow very amiable. The daughters were sweet but 

they were baked brown as nuts by the sun, so were not looking their 

best and were not found very pretty though everybody agreed that 

they were charming, natural, and amicable. Nicky18 was of course 

sweet, and Uncle loves him. They were touching together, somehow, 

the old men and the young one, both nearly at the same height. 

Of course it was a real royal day as far as fatigued went, and 

my leg resents too great exertions of standing up especially when it is 

very hot. First there was a Te Deum in the church after their arrival, 

with a solemn drive through the troop-lined streets. There were 

frantic cheering and the population was full of gleeful excitement. 

Then there were a family lunch here in Aunt’s small pavilion with all 

the children, a quite cheery but hot business with the usual terrible 

photographer at the end of it, sweating and excited, then some eager 

women from schools who offered gifts of silk and embroideries and 

national production (of good taste because I had made the selection 

myself) then after that there was actually an hour rest, then we went 

on board their beautiful ship for a big tea where everyone was 

invited, but where the family had their own table. Even Mircea came 

and was adored by the girls. Ileana was simple adorable and enjoyed 

                                                      
16 Standart, was an Imperial Russian yacht serving Emperor Nicholas II and his 
family, was in her time (late 19th/early 20th century) the largest Imperial Yacht 
afloat. After the Russian Revolution the ship was placed in drydock until 1936, when 
she was converted to a minelayer. During World War II she played a significant role 
in the defence of Leningrad. 
17 Alexandra Feodorovna (1872-1918), born Grand Duchess of Hesse since 26th of 
November 1894 wife of Tsar Nicolas II. 
18 Tsar Nicolas II (1868 -1918) Tsar (1894-1917) 
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it all as if she were quite at home and people were quite enchanted 

with her, she was so absolutely sweet and amiable and charmante. 

The only thing Alix did not take part in was the parade; 

otherwise she bravely and even amiably went through everything. 

She even looked quite handsome especially in the evening when she 

took part in the big banquet. The parade was a great success it was 

from 6 to 7, a delicious hour and great enthusiasm, very pretty too 

with the blue sea as background. 

There was hardly any time to dress and then there was a great 

banquet in a very pretty snow white hall, built on purpose. After a 

drive in open motors through the illuminated streets, the two girls 

and I were enjoying it very much. Carol came for the day, was 

vergnügt, but not particularly attentive to the young girls. The public 

of course hope that an engagement would come off sur place. 

About 11 the beautiful yacht steamed out again to the sound of 

guns and music and cheering. Le public était très chaud and the 

whole day went off without a hitch, fine weather included. 

 

[News about the family] 

Your loving daughter Missy. 

(ANR., fund Queen Maria, dossier V 2711/1914) 
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If you are a Romanian/European reader, you probably never 

heard about Paula Ioanide, but you surely think you know who 
Donald Trump is. Well, this book is written by Ioanide, but it is not 
explicitly and exclusively about Trump, despite the verb on the cover. 
However, it might help to understand who he really is. 

 Paula Ioanide is a Romanian-born American sociologist and 
historian of consciousness. She left Romania, together with her 
family, in 1988. She is the daughter of Cristian Ioanide (1943-2008), a 
Romanian Times editor, and granddaughter of the Romanian poet 
Costache Ioanide (1912-1987). I only specified that because the author 
dedicated the book to her “Tati” and she wrote: “My family in 
Romania… remind me to always keep my sights beyond the United 
States. They remind me to stay grounded in spiritual cosmologies 
that are mostly illegible here in the United States and to keep our 
transnational flows connected” (p. XII-XIII). Nowadays, Paula 
Ioanide is an associate professor at the Center for the Study of 
Culture, Race & Ethnicity, Ithaca College. She is also a declared 
antiracist feminist. I think this is great about America: as a scholar, 
you may openly advocate political views and even further political 
projects without neutrality hypocrisy. Ioanide seems anti-neoliberal 
and anti-conservative, but she is not very gentle, not even with 
liberals. She blames many times a “general liberal and conservative 
consensus” (p. 104, see also p. 7, 33, 123)  

 What is this book all about? “The color-blind racism” of the 
“dominant Americans”. What does “color-blind racism” mean? It is 
the “racism without racists” (10), the fact that people consciously or 

P 
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unconsciously act racist while saying that racism is bad and they do 
not care about race, colour, sex etc. They do that by replacing the old 
racial terms with a new “coded lingua franca”: “criminals”, 
“terrorists”, “gangsters”, “urban underclass”, “taxpayer burdens” etc. 
(9-10). As we may easily see from this short list, the author analyzes 
the situation focusing on two main aspects: the public security and 
the welfare. She talks about the “military-carceral expansion” and the 
“social wage retrenchment”, with two case studies for each one: the 
NYPD’s brutality against a Haiti immigrant (1997) and the Abu 
Ghraib scandal (2004); the situation of New Orleans’s Black residents 
after the Hurricane Katrina (2005) and the anti-Latino policies in 
California (especially the “Escondido housing ordinance”, 2006).   

 Who are “the dominant Americans” or the “dominant U.S. 
publics”? They were those “being presumed to belong to America” 
and having “much greater access to resources, jobs, and legal rights” 
(8).  “Dominant” does not necessarily mean “white”. On the one 
hand, because “some poor whites are certainly not affectively 
assumed to belong to the normative ideals of the United States” (p. 9). 
On the other hand, we have the “majority-identified minorities” (p. 
36), “immigrants, people of colour, religious minorities, people with 
linguistic accent…” who aspirationally identify with “the rights, 
resources, economic logics, cultural values, and racial restrictions 
embedded in current normative definitions of American-ness” (9) 
(e.g., Black people stigmatizing “public assistance and other social 
services”, p. 119). “American-ness” is not so much a fact as an 
“ideological worldview” and a “value system” (p. 9). 

 Here comes the important part. This “ideological worldview” 
works simultaneously with a “criminalization of racial struggles” and 
a “racialization of ‘crime’” (p. 31). In other words, people think/say 
that racial discrimination is a crime, but they also associate crime 
with some racial groups. It sounds familiar; we have the same 
problem in Romania with the attitude towards the gipsy minority. 
Paula Ioanide identified two types of “colour-blind racists”. First, 
there are the “merely liars”, those who are not actually “blind”. The 
second and the most important group is that of those who “support 
institutionalized oppression in unconscious and unintended ways” 
(p. 11). They have emotion-based attitudes. The “colour-blind racism” 
originates from “public feelings rather than facts”, and the emotions 
“function much like economies; they have mechanisms of circulation, 
accumulation, expression and exchange that give them social 
currency, cultural legibility, and political power” (p. 2). The 
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“dominant Americans” are dominant mainly not because facts, but 
because those shared feelings that “possess the unique ability to 
trump facts” (p. 15). They make them anxious (see p. 27), sometimes 
they make them act against their own economic interests and, what is 
probably the most important, they make them resistant to contrary 
evidence: “People rarely change their racist, nativist, or imperialist 
beliefs simply because they are made aware of their complicity in 
systemic forms of oppression” (p. 11). They actually refuse to know 
anything that might bother their beliefs. They prefer a somehow 
“political amnesia” (see p. 51). The feelings and that kind of selective 
knowledge grow necessarily into an ideological scenario. The author 
uses Slavoj Žižek’s expression, “ideological fantasy”. In my opinion, 
any ideology is actually an “ideological fantasy” but I do not want to 
hijack discussion. It is certain that feelings create an “ideological 
fantasy”, and that fantasy helps them to withstand assaults. The 
author rightly associates the “the emotional economies of military-
carceral expansion” with the “ideological fantasy of law and order or 
U.S. exceptionalism” and the “emotional economies of social wage 
retrenchment” with the “ideological fantasy of economic self-
reliance”. 

 As I mentioned from the very beginning, Paula Ioanide is not 
only a researcher, but also an activist. She looks for methods “to 
create greater affective receptivity to historically sound knowledge 
and engender more desires for justice” (p. 23). At the end of the book, 
she repeatedly uses the word “struggle”: “We struggle because we 
find white supremacy intolerable. We struggle because we find U.S. 
warfare, mass incarceration, and immigrant detention unjustifiable” 
(p. 220). I find struggle necessary, but I am sceptical about finding a 
method. I find “the epistemologies of ethical witnessing” (see p. 23-
26) just another “ideological fantasy”. To struggle means to say or to 
scream, if necessary. Building a method is nothing but building a new 
ideology/fantasy. 

I like to think I am a sceptic and a pragmatic and I do not find 
people who struggle for justice fools or naïve. I do not laugh at them. 
All I want to say is that their feelings are just like any other feelings, 
having the same “unique ability to trump facts”. Strugglers tend 
sometimes to know (only) what they want to know. I chose three 
examples: 
(1) “It is worth remembering that Reagan, who masterfully and 
gradually aligned public desires with law and order, was an actor 
before he was a politician. As such, he understood how processes of 
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affective and emotional identification worked in Americans; he 
understood what appealed to the sentiments of white majorities who 
were still the favoured voting blocs in U.S. elections. Reagan also 
understood that wars required theatrical spectacles as much as laws, 
policing, and incarceration tactics to preserve their legitimacy. Using 
his knowledge of making movies, Reagan initiated a war on drugs 
based much more on fabricated spectacle than empirically 
substantive problems” (p. 34). Isn’t this true for all the politicians 
since the television became the scene of the American politics? I think 
wars were always theatrical spectacles and presidents always used 
“processes of affective and emotional identification”. Why is it more 
important in Reagan’s case? Simply because he initiated a “successful 
anti-big government platform” (p. 4) and – I do not deny it – a 
“gendered and racial demonology” (p. 122)? As a former actor, 
Reagan probably played better than anybody else did the role of the 
American President (except for Michael Douglas, of course), but that 
is all. We cannot assume “his knowledge of making films” as a 
fundament of the Presidential communication strategy (maybe he 
used some of his old Hollywood bodies in his campaigns; historians 
must tell us). If somebody keeps assuming this, I think it is worth 
remembering that Reagan was a B movie actor. 
(2) “Even celebrities who made their wealth and income through 
the commodification of the styles and cultures originating from 
impoverished communities of colour (e.g. hip-hop celebrities) got to 
keep their money and status only if their cultural products did not 
openly challenge the state’s violence and the validity of capitalism” 
(p. 36-37). The idea might be acceptable without the word “only”. 
Because of this word, I think it is worth remembering some political 
hip-hop pieces. Back in the early ’90s, Ice Cube rapped: “With a payoff, 
cop gotta lay off/ FBI on my dick, stay off!/I'm not a rebel or a renegade on a 
quest/I'm a nigga with a 'S' on his chest/ So get the Kryptonite cos I'm a rip 
tonight/ Cos I'm scarin ya, wanted by America” (Amerikkka’s Most 
Wanted, 1990). In 2007, Jay Z clearly assaulted Reagan’s legacy: 
“Blame Reagan for making me into a monster/Blame Oliver North and Iran-
Contra/I ran contraband that they sponsored/Before this rhymin stuff we 
was in concert” (Blue Magic, 2007). Both of them are still rich and 
successful. 
(3) “The social contracts of traditional liberal democracies are 
predicated on the assumption that states have a responsibility to take 
care of national subjects’ basic needs by offering subsidies for health 
care, education, affordable housing, transportation, environmental 
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protection, parks, libraries, and emergency services” (p. 115). 
Actually, this is not “traditional liberal democracies’” assumption, 
but our author’s assumption. The political and economical history 
and the history of the political thought show that “liberal democracy” 
and “welfare state” are neither necessarily, nor closely related. It is 
worth remembering that the idea of “social state” is attributed to Otto 
von Bismarck, a stubborn opponent of liberal democracy. In addition, 
if we take into account Tocqueville’s writings, we may find the 
“traditional liberal democracy” even in the U.S, where “the safety net 
offered by publicly subsidized social goods is relatively new” (p. 
115). 

My criticisms are nitpicking. They do not intend to belittle the 
value (scientific and political at the same time) of Paula Ioanide’s 
work. On the contrary, I think it should be popularized in Europe 
and especially in Romania, for two main reasons: (1) we increasingly 
face similar problems; (2) the book is a good example of how to 
approach these problems. I have only one fear: this kind of approach 
could unintentionally feed the obsessive anti-American rhetoric. 
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One of the great challenges a historian has to face is to present to 

his contemporaries images of the past in an understandable way. 

When the pressure of the world he lives in presses too hard on the 

researcher, he tends to look to the past through the present eye, 

analyzing ancient times through specific concepts and realities of his 

time. Thus, for the historian who studies the Middle Ages, a real 

danger is represented by an analysis of the medieval world through 

different interpretation grids specific to modernity, such as the 

nationalist one. The territories jointly inhabited in the Middle Ages by 

groups of people, which were subsequently individualized into 

distinct modern nations is, undoubtedly, the cause of endless 

disputes among historians. One of these hot spots – a reason of 

divergences between Romanian and Bulgarian historians – is the 

State of the Asan family, to which Alexandru Madgearu has recently 

dedicated a book. 

The political formation existing in the late twelfth century, amid a 

conflict with the Byzantine Empire, was under the direct leadership 

of the Asan dynasty, up to the second half of the thirteenth century. 

This state was based on an anti-Byzantine rebellion led by two 

brothers, Petru and Asan, the latter obviously giving his name to the 

dynasty; the rebellion soon became an almost continuous war against 

the Byzantines worn by the Asan family. The popular adhesion to the 

conflict against the Byzantines was done, says Alexander Madgearu, 

by a double manipulation: religious, through the “transfer” of Saint 

A 
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Demetrius cult (important urban centre of the Byzantine Empire) 

from Thessaloniki to Tarnovo (the capital of the Asan family state), 

and political one, by the assumption of Byzantine imperial insignia of 

Petru (gold crown and red shoes). The institutional fragility of this 

new political formation was reflected in the killing of two leaders, 

Asan (in 1196) and Petru (in 1197), by their intimates.  

Their younger brother, Ionița Caloian, succeeded them. He 

initiated a correspondence with Pope Innocent III, in order to obtain 

the recognition of the imperial title, which was assumed by his older 

brother, Petru. In 1204, when the Westerners of the Fourth Crusade 

conquered Constantinople, an emissary of the papacy has crowned 

Ioniță king and did not offered him the requested imperial title. 

A dispute arose between the newly crowned king and the Latin 

Empire of Constantinople, one of the states emerged from the 

conquest of the Byzantine Empire. The dispute culminated with the 

victory of Ioniță at Adrianople, in 1205, a victory fully substantiated 

by the Cumanian cavalry; the capture of Balduin of Flanders 

accounted for Ioniță as "ultimate trophy, that he probably never 

dreamed of" (p. 130). The attack on Thessaloniki in 1207 was, 

however, fatal to Ioniță Caloian, as he lost his life during the siege. 

Some contemporary testimonies with an aura of legend talk about 

killing of Ioniță by Saint Demetrius himself, the patron saint of the 

city killing the conquering king. He was followed on the throne by 

Borilă, the son of Ioniță`s sister who married the widow of his 

predecessor. Military conflicts were doubled during the reign of 

Borilă, by religious conflicts, and triggered persecution against the 

followers of Bogomil, one of the dualistic heresies of the Middle 

Ages. “The Council of Tarnovo in 1211 was organized on the model 

of those previously initiated by the Byzantine emperors. Borilă 

personally conducted the debate where heretics were convicted, thus 

taking, consciously or unconsciously, a prerogative of the Basilei of 

Constantinople, as guardian of orthodoxy and leader of a council 

works” (p. 158). 

Ioan Asan II, who succeeded Borilă, was the most important 

political leader of the Asan family. Empowered by the victory at 
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Klokotnitsa on March 9, 1230, "the state of Ioan Asan II became the 

largest state in the Balkan Peninsula, surpassing even the czardom of 

Simeon at the beginning of the 10th century” (p. 175). Petru and 

Ioniță ` s vision took form in the time of Ioan Asan II: the State of the 

Asan family became "the hegemonic power of South-eastern Europe” 

(p. 180). Ioan called himself not only the tsar (emperor), but 

"samodržac," self-ruler"(p. 186) - a title that "surpasses" in glory that 

of autocrat of Byzantine emperors, issued his own coins, raised the 

Bulgarian Church at patriarchal rank. Moreover, symbolically, as the 

Byzantine Basileus, he was represented in the iconography of the era, 

crowned by Christ (p. 185). Death of Ioan Asan II occurred in an 

unfortunate moment for the medieval history of Eastern and Central 

Europe - the Mongol invasion. He was followed by a series of 

political epigones, among them we mention his minor sons Căliman 

(Koloman) and Mihail, his nephew, Căliman II or other members of 

"Asan" dynasty who earned their place on the throne and position 

within the dynasty on female line. 

To what extent was the Asan family Bulgarian (as claimed by 

modern Bulgarian historiography) and to what extent were they 

Vlachs (as modern Romanian historiography claims)? This is a 

question that certainly does not find its answer here, as it has not 

found any categorical response in the interminable dispute the 

medievalists have had on this topic. In fact, as shown by the 

American historian John V. A. Fine Jr. (quoted by Al. Madgearu, p. 

26): "The problem is not as important as many scholars of the 

twentieth century believed; the twelfth century was not a time of 

nationalism". Perhaps what they left behind should not be regarded 

as a Bulgarian-Romanian cleavage, but as a common heritage of 

medieval South-eastern Europe. 
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